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INTRODUCTION 
In any prediction of mortality behavior there la an 
element of fact and an element of Judgnent. The basic fact 
Is the historic record of the property as experienced under 
the conditions Imposed by such things as economic trends, 
managerial policies, maintenance procedures, etc. The judg­
ment is principally represented by the extent to which the 
engineer believes the facts will be duplicated in the future 
and by the additional conditions he feels are needed to com­
plete the prognosis. In some instances, e.£., on relatively 
stable property with complete historic records, the facts can 
be considered a reasonably valid description of the future. 
In other instances, the historic facts are meager and, hence, 
cannot be relied upon too heavily. Here, Judgment is 
essentially the only consideration. It would seem to be an 
acceptable—but not an indisputable—truism that the more 
complete the factual information, the more realistic the pre­
diction, regardless of the extent to which Judgment is re­
quired. inie present Investigation is concerned with the 
development of these factual data. 
While the historic record of a property*s retirement ex­
perience Is factual, it is not particularly useful in its 
original form. That is, the number of dollars remaining each 
2 
year from the 193^ Installation of centrifugal gaa pumps Is 
of little help to the engineer tzylng to decide what mortality 
experience to expect from the Investment In equipment presently 
being Installed* Likewise^ the records of all the other 
years' Installations are of little help unless their ex­
perience can be aggregated In some way so that an Interpretable 
result Is obtained. 
Consequently, the study of the mortality behavior of 
Industrial properties has drawn heavily upon the techniques 
developed by life Insurance actuaries In their presentation 
of human life characteristics* In reporting some of the 
first analysis work with Industrial retirement^ Kurtz (27) 
pointed out the early recognition of the similarities between 
the two areas* Basically, It was seen that by gathering in­
dustrial or similar property units Into single accounts, 
group behavior could be analyzed and predicted by statistical 
procedures In which the retirements were related to the age of 
the property* V/hlle these results could not be said to be 
applicable to a particular xinit, they did represent the ex­
pected experience for the group as a whole with a certain 
degree of assurance* 
Present day analysis techniques as well as the available 
data represent considerable Improvement over those used in 
the earlier attempts, yet, the confidence the engineer may 
put in his result is still far less than that which the 
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actuary Is able to asstune. The tremendous difference In the 
amount of experience available for analysis is an obvious 
factor here* 
A more basic consideration« thou£^, is the fact that 
property units not only "die", wear out or become in-
operatlve« but they also are "fired". In other uords, a 
machine may be retired because of inadecfuacy or obsolescence 
while still in perfectly good running order. A recent report 
indicates that in some industries as hi^ as 80 per cent of 
the retirements were due to other than "natural causes" (li|). 
Inadequacy and obsolescence were mentioned as the principal 
causes for reraoiral from service. 
Consequently, management policy and technological change 
are generally more important in determining the time and the 
amount of industrial equipment retirement than the piToperty's 
age or its physical condition. Any behavior siunmarization 
based upon the analysis of past esqperience is bound to be in­
fluenced by these previous policies and factors. To vise these 
same mortality representations as a basis for predictions of 
future behavior would be improper unless the influence of 
changing policy and of technological developments is fully 
recognized. 
One consideration that mif^t tend to minimize this 
particular difficulty is that in some instances time is a 
fairly good indication of obsolescence, » automobiles or 
aircraft. It might be that a good relationship between 
obsolescence and age could be found in a number of other 
property groups. In such cases, some of the objections to 
using the so-called age-life approach of the actuary would be 
eliminated* 
Thus, while the adoption of actuarial methods has proved 
to be extremely helpful, it has not done away with all the 
problems. Industrial property experience, admittedly, does 
not meet too well the normal specifications for data subject 
to statistical analysis. That is, the fundamental "laws" or 
trends are not consistently maintained due to shifts in such 
things as equipment replacement policies. Frequently the 
experience may not cover a long enough period to give a sig­
nificant measure of any mortality characteristic, or the ex­
perience itself may be questionable due to the accounting 
procedures followed by the firm. 
Many of these problems can be handled by the selection 
of an appropriate analysis procedure as well as a Judlciovis 
choice of the portions of the experience to analyze. But, 
these difficulties do tend to emphasize the importance of 
judgnent in interpreting the measures of historic record. 
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PRESENT INVESTIGATION AND ITS OBJECTIVES 
The study reported in this dissertation vas undertaken 
with the objective of providing Information regarding the 
reliability and consistency Inherent in some of the techniques 
used to analyze retirement data. Further* some Indication 
was desired as to the extent to i^ich the use of these 
methods may influence the financial records of a firm. 
Numerous analysis procedures have been proposed but two 
seem to be used most frequently. They are, first, the use of 
the Iowa type curves and, second, the fitting of retirement 
ratios by least squares. It was believed that these two 
methods represent the moat logical choices to be subjected to 
a comparative investigation. The desirability of their 
selection is also based upon factors other than their 
acceptance. Normally, they are found in "opposite canqps" in 
discussions on appiroprlate forms of life analysis. That is, 
the Iowa type curves represent the graphical, curve matching 
approach while the retirement ratios are fitted by the use of 
mathematics. Likewise, the Iowa curves are applied directly 
to a representation of the observed mortality dispersion 
while in an orthogonal analysis the retironent ratios are 
first fitted to a mathematical eacpression which is then used 
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to develop a smoothed version of the mortality dispersion. 
The objeotivea of this investigation may now be stated 
more specifloally as follows: 
1. To determine an indication of whether either the 
Iowa type curve method or the use of orthogonal polynomials 
consistently gives better estimates of industrial property 
mortality patterns* 
2. To determine an indication of whether either method 
gives better results when applied to certain dispersion types« 
and to data varying in degree of completeness. 
3. To determine in particular whether the use of the 
Iowa type causes any significant bias or error in mortality 
dispersion estimates made of property retirement data varying 
in shapet length of stub curve, or average service life. 
Since predictions of mortality dispersion ara used 
principally for depreciation considerations» it was desired 
to represent, or at least Interpret, any significant indica­
tions in terms of the two phases of depreciation, ^ .e., the 
annual accrual and the accrued reserve. 
It is therefore believed that any conclusive findings re­
sulting from this investigation will be of value to most de­
preciation engineers. Those men who work with the Iowa type 
curves or thone tAio choose to fit retirement ratios may find 
the information particularly pertinent. But the results 
should prove of general Interest to the engineer employing 
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any of the other actuarial approaches as veil. This Is be­
cause the divergent philosophies of data analysis present in 
the two methods considered in this study embrace those ideas 
upon t^lch most of the currently used procedures are based. 
The present investigation is only the first of a series 
that should be conducted to determine the characteristics of 
the many life estimating techniques. Those methods designed 
for firms which do not have complete retirement experience 
suitable for an actuarial analysis should receive particular 
attention. The companies using these methods are quite 
nume]*ous because of the expense necessary to maintain suffi­
cient property records. Admittedly, there are few firms out­
side of public utility industry that could provide the aged 
retirement experience needed for the analysis procedures used 
in this study. 
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RELATED CONGiiPTS AND PriOCEDUHES 
I The practitioner will recognise that the question of 
I 
mortality characteristics referred to In this Investigation 
Is only one of many that need to be considered by a company*s 
management—and perhaps a regulatory body—In arriving at a 
realistic depreciation policy covering future operations. In 
order to put the problems discussed in this dissertation in 
their proper perspective* the following discussion of relative 
terminology, concepts* and procedires is presented. 
Mortality Dispersion 
The percentage or number of an original installation 
that would be remaining in service as of any age is the 
mortality characteristic of an Industrial property group which 
is of most interest to the depreciation engineer* This basic 
trait of the group is known as its mortality dispersion and 
it is normally represented either in tabular fozn as a Ufa 
table or graphically as a survivor curve. An alternative 
graphical form is the frequency curve which shows the per­
centage or number of units retired at each age. This form is 
rarely used* however* since it is not as conveniently derived 
from the retirement data as the life table or the survivor 
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ourva. 
A measuro of the total amount of service to be expected 
from the group can be developed directly from the mortality 
dispersion by the successive addition of incremental service 
contributions* That Is, the amount of the service rendered 
by a property group over any small time interval would be the 
product of the number of units in service multiplied by the 
length of the interval* The s\xmmatlon of the service from 
all such time intervals extending from installation to the 
date the last unit Is expected to be retired is the total 
service expected. Mathematically, this may be represented by 
where f(x) ^  expression for per cent or number surviving in 
Since f(x) represents the equation of the survivor curve,the 
integration determines the area under the curve* Thus, this 
area Is the basic measure of total expected service from any 
installation assuming the property follows the particular dis­
persion pattern* 
The anount of service expected may be approximated 
satisfactorily by the numerical integration of the life table 
values* In most oases these entries are stated as of ages 
2^, etc. This is because property records are normally 
o 
Total expected service 
n 
terms of age x 
n s maximum age of any \inlt 
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balanced and closed as of the end of the accounting year. On 
the othor hand, all additions and retirements are assumed to 
be made a? of the mid-year date. Thus new units are con­
sidered to be one-half year old at the end of the first year« 
one and half year old at the end of the second^ and so on* 
With this half-year convention the total service 
rendered by the tinits which are retired as of any age x would 
be (x) where L represents units or percentage 
in service at the ages indicated in the subscripts. There­
fore, the total service to be expected from a property group 
at installation would be given by the following: 
(,)(100Si-lA) + + . . . 
or. 
Total esqpected service = 2$% + 
+....+ 
Following a similar analysis one may express the expected 
future service as of any date subsequent to installation as 
Expected remaining service at age x s ^ f(x) dx 
n 
in the case of a survivor curve, and for the life table: 
sL 1 + Remaining life table terms. 
x-^  x+t 
The expected service from the average unit at installa­
tion or as of some other date is of more interest, usually, 
than the total service expected from the group. These 
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measures are merely averages and are indicated in terms of 
length of life. Thus at Installation the expected life of 
the average unit, the average life of the group, is 
found by dividing the total expected service by the number of 
units installed or by 100 per cent if percentages are used. 
Thus, 
Total expected service as of age 0 
Average service life, £ = loO/i^ or number of units installed 
It is interesting to note that the total service rendered by 
the group behaving according to the expected mortality dis­
persion is the same as that which would be given by the group 
had every unit remained in service until the average age was 
reached and then all were retired as a group at that time. 
The expected life of the average survivor as of some 
date other than that of installation is termed the expectancy 
of the group. In equation form this becomes 
Expectancy, Ex, age x = 
Expected reroaining service at age x 
Per cent or number surviving at age x 
By themselves these measures of service are of little conse­
quence, but when one considers their Impact upon the depre­
ciation policies of an industrial firm, they are seen to be 
of considerable importance* Most all of the allocation px«. 
cedures in use today relate the annual charge to depreciation 
directly to the average service life.^ Likewise, in many 
*Infra, p» 37-if3» 
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oases the adequacy of past depreciation policies as repre­
sented by the depredation reserve can be established by 
using expectancies.^ 
Consequently* It Is extremely desirable to have as com­
plete knowledge of the mortality dispersion as possible when 
establishing depreciation policy. The major difficulty Is 
that this Information Is needed at the date of Installation 
or at least while the property Is still In service. However, 
the actual dispersion for a particular group Is never known 
until all the units have been retired. Thus, mortality dis­
persion Is something that must always be predicted for depre­
ciation purposes. 
Mortality Dispersion and Service Life Analysis 
Some type of analysis of past ejqierlence Is a desirable 
preliminary to the effective prediction of future mortality 
behavior. While It Is generally recognized that past ex­
perience may not be a good Indicator of future happenings. It 
Is believed that the trends shown by even sparse data are 
better than guesses or hunches In this Initial phase. 
The v£u:>lous analysis procedures available have been 
classified as actuarial, turnover, and forecast (2). Each 
general category can be distinguished from the others by the 
amount of Information required. The actuarial methods^ for 
*Infra, p, 14.6. 
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examploj need the age and amount of all survivors additions^ 
and retirements while the turnover techniques can be per­
formed with only the amounts of the retirements and survivors 
for each year. Precpiently, the Infoaraatlon required by even 
the turnover methods are not obtainable. In situations of 
this sort the only basis for a mortality prediction Is Judge­
ment based upon personal experience aind a study of factors 
related to retirement behavior. This Is the essence of the 
forecast method. 
Any of the techniques generally considered to fall iinder 
the above categories will produce an Indication of service 
life. However# with one exception, only the actuarial 
approaches will result in a measure of mortality dispersion. 
The exception Is the simulated plant-record method which, 
while not functionally similar to the turnover group. Is 
sometimes classified with them because the data requirements 
are the same. Conceivably, It would be possible to arrive at 
a predicted dispersion under the forecast method by some sub­
jective means, such as a free hand survivor curve. A much 
more likely assxanptlon would be that the analyst using the 
forecast method would refer to a series of actuarial analyses 
in an effort to discover one viilch. In his opinion, represented 
property sufficiently similar to that with vblch he was con­
cerned. The same approach would have to be adopted when using 
most turnover methods. 
11^  
Thus, If complete Information la desired concerning the 
behavior of the property. It appears that the actuarial 
approaches are to be preferred. The tumover procedures do 
have a considerable appeal In that they require less Involved 
calculations and place less stringent specifications upon 
the retirement data* However* if there is a choice between 
the two approaches« the actuarial seems to be more desirable 
( 2 ) .  
The principal techniciues in the various analysis cate­
gories referred to have been described at length {2, 20, 30, 
32t ij.8). Therefore, they are presented only summarily at 
this time. 
Actuarial 
Any statistical sximmarization or prediction with regard 
to mortality behavior is, obviously, no more representative 
than the retirement dal^ subjected to the analysis. Thus, 
accurate and consistent property accounting is the key to 
meaningful retirement analyses. Unfortunately, most plant 
records do not meet these (Salifications and so they fre­
quently have to be adjusted in some way to compensate for dis­
crepancies, omissions, or errors caused by changes in 
classification of accoiints or in accounting practice, etc. 
There are not many literature sources that provide help in 
handling these problems but the Edison Electric Institute has 
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presented some speolflo suggestions In two of their bulletins 
(2, 111.). 
Onoe the data are deemed appropriate« they are normally 
analyzed by one of two approaches. The first is oalled 
"original group". A suooession of survivor ratios are 
determined by noting the percentage of an initial installa­
tion still in seirvloe at each age. It is recognized that 
this series of percentages is an expression of the mortality 
dispersion directly. The initial installation may be a 
single year*s additions or those from a gz>oup or band of 
years. This method is particularly useful in denoting any 
characteristic change in mortality behavior between vintages 
installations. 
The second approach, "retirement rate" or "annual rate" 
is much more widely used. In this procedure a series of sur­
vival probabilities or ratios are found for each age interval 
by noting the retirement behavior of all the units of that 
particular age during a specified experience band of years. 
These results are quite significant because all units cur­
rently in service contribute experience to the determination 
of one or more survival ratios, depending upon tba number of 
years included in the experience band. It might be said that 
a cross-section of the entire account's behavior was saiqpled 
during a representative time interval* Careful selection of 
this e3q>erienoe band is cpilte desirable since if conditions 
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prevailing over this period are Judged to be similar to what 
Is expected In the future, the subsequent modification of the 
results for a mortality prediction is minimized. Theoreti­
cally, an Instantaneous observation period Is the ideal ex­
perience interval since this would measure the most recent 
past, reflecting current policies and conditions. However, 
in an actual analysis even bands of two years in width are 
not normally recommended for fear of encountering extenuating 
circumstances which would not be representative and which 
could distort the results. Marston, Winfrey and Hempstead 
(30, p. l5l|.) suggest a minimum of three years. 
The survivor rates obtained from an original group 
analysis constitute the life table and a graphical representa­
tion of these values produces an unsmoothed survivor curve. 
If all the units of the initial inatallation were not re­
tired during the period of the study, the values for per cent 
surviving would not go to zero and corresponding plot would 
be a stub curve. 
The data from the retirement rate analysis do not 
represent a life table in their initial state. To make the 
conversion the per cent surviving at age zero, 100 per 
cent, is multiplied by the survivor ratio for the first 
interval. This determines the percentage still in service at 
the end of the first interval or the beginning of the second. 
Likewise, this flfgire is multiplied by the survival ratio 
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over the second Interval and so on. The successive multipli­
cation Is continued until the life table Is complete or all 
the survival ratios have been used. The graphical presenta­
tion of these data Is an tinsmoothed survivor curve that may 
or may not be stubbed. The next step In the case of either 
analysis procedure Is to smooth the data and to extrapolate 
them t^ere needed to complete the life table. 
An alternate approach is available In the case of the 
retirement rate method. The analyst may prefer to smooth and 
extend the survival (or retirement) ratios themselves before 
developing a survivor curve. The proponents of this second 
approach argue that: 
(The techniques based upon smoothing a life table 
or survivor curve) are open to the serious objec­
tion that the manipulative treatment of the data 
by the successive multiplication of "observed" 
s\xrvlval ratios to obtain an "observed" life 
tablef before the fitting process can be begun, 
destroys to a large extent the independence of 
the individual observations. (33* p. 79) 
The process of smoothing or fitting survivor data has 
received considerable attention and, as a result, numerous 
procedures have been proposed. They are based upon the 
premise that each property has some "fundamental law" of re­
tirement which must be recognized from the stub data. This 
"law" or trend forms the basis for the smoothing and the data 
extriQ) olat ion • 
For the purpose of this discussion these methods have 
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been classified according to v;hether the life table or the 
survival ratios are smoothed. 
Life tables. Two general procedures are used to fit 
life tables. One is to use statistical means to exprena the 
available data with a mathematical equation. The other is to 
plot the data in the form of a survivor curve and fit it by a 
comparison to standard curves. The former technique has been 
used by the Bell System for many years. The valuation 
engineers of this company prefer to fit the observed life 
table to the Gompertz-Makehsm equation (20): 
= K S* 8®' 
where = per cent surviving at age x 
S, g, c s constants determined from the observed 
data. 
The engineers of the California Public Utility Commission 
recommend the use of the Qompertz equation vftiich is simply: 
(W) 
li = Kg 
i^en the symbols are the same as those lused above* The solu­
tion of this last equation from the observed data is given by 
Mills (31). Brennan has done considerable work with this 
method of cxurve fitting (6). Probably his most interesting 
proposal dealt with the determination of the unknown in the 
equation in the use of a power series (7). 
The \ise of standard curves involves considerably less 
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oaloulatlon time but may not be quite aa objective as the 
raatheraatloal spproadh. The standard curves aa developed by 
the work of Kurtz and Winfrey (27» 1;8, 51) at the Iowa 
Engineering Experiment Station are the most widely recognised. 
These so-called Iowa type curves represent standardized mor­
tality frequency curves based upon the analysis of actual in­
dustrial eiqperlence* The final set, as issued by the 
Station, contained 18 curves which were classified according 
to the location of the mode of the frequency curve with res­
pect to the average life as well as the height of the maxlmm 
ordinatea• 
Since a life table or survivor cuirve is the most oommon 
and convenient way to represent mortality ejq^erience, the 
standard frequency curves were each integrated to produce the 
corresponding survivor curves for average lives ranging from 
5 to $0 years in five-year intervals. The resulting curves 
for each type were then plotted on a single ^eet of paper to 
a standard scale. 
The accepted procedure in the use of the otirves is to 
plot the observed life table to the standard scale on a sheet 
of transparent graph paper. This unsmoothed curve is then 
laid over each of the type curve sheets. Normally, the type 
and average life which best fit the data are determined by 
i 
eye with weigplting of the individual points done by judgement. 
However, a sum of the least squares of the deviations has 
i 
I 
I 
j 
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been suggested by the Depreciation Accounting Committee ot 
the Edison Electric Institute (lij., p. 17). 
Kimball proposed a system of standard curves based upon 
a truncated normal curve (2^)» His purpose vas to develop a 
series which responded to mathematical analysis much more 
readily than the Iowa types. 
The increasing use of stored program electronic com­
puters has lead Gaunt to suggest a series of curves based on 
the probability function (11). Variation in ciurve shapes was 
accomplished by expanding and shrinking the abscissas to the 
right of the mode* and by changing the starting and stopping 
point of the curve. 
The so-called Patterson series of standard curves 
appeared in the 193d Report of the Gonnittee on Depreciation, 
National Association of Railroad and Utility Commissioners 
(33)• Jeming (22) also proposed a series of standard curves 
in i^ich the retirement ratios would be represented by 
R x =  ax" 
where s retirement at age x 
a«n = constants determined from the data. 
None of the above systems» however« have been developed or 
recognized to the extent that the Iowa types have. 
Retirement ratios. The simple assixmption behind this 
approach is that the older the property becomes the more 
likely it is to be retired. Consequently« retirement ratios 
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are nomally expected to Increase with age. The trend of 
thla relationship Is established by fitting the observed data 
with either a atral^t or ciirved line. 
Since the values for the ratios are essentially inde-
pendent« the least squares concept of fitting Is generally 
used. The most elegant application of this approach was per­
fected by Flaher (16) and was suggested for the analysis of 
retirement experience by Mr. Beverly Benson of the New York 
Public Service Commission (33)* The form of the final aqua­
tion relating the retirement ratios or (survivor ratios) to 
age would be 
R = a + bx + cx?+ dx^. • • 
v^ere R = retirement ratio at an age x 
a« b« o« etc. = constants determined from the data. 
Mathematically, the procedure makea use of the orthogonal 
polynomials of Tchebychef and* hence« the technique la com­
monly referred to aa orthogonal polynomial fitting. 
The principal advantage of thla method la that the 
analyat la able to atart with a firat degree aquation and 
evaluate how well the computed values agree with the original 
data. If the result a are not satisfactory he can develop 
the second degree e:qpression from the first by merely com­
puting an additional term. In a similar manner one is able 
to go on to the third and the fourth degrees, etc. Experience 
has shown that the smoothing of retirement data rarely 
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requlroa an equation above the third degree. The use of the 
vsa*lous equations have been summarized by Benson as follows: 
The straight line Is occasionally the best; 
the second degree Is usually the best; the third 
degree fits a number of kinds of property which 
show rapidly decreasing probability of survival 
at early ages, then a slower decrease for soma 
years* and then a resumption of rapid decrease; 
there appears to be little Justification for 
ever using equations of higher degree than the 
third. (33. P. 79-80) 
A second advantage gained in the use of this approach la 
that the smoothed values may be determined directly without 
having to solve the appropriate equation for each teznn. A 
series of simple suimnlng operations which yield all the 
points on the smoothed retirement ratio curve has been 
developed emd may be used liien a complete life table is 
desired. 
No wei^tlng of the data is possible in this msthod 
other than the omission of the retirement ratio values based 
on the experience of the older units. If these values appear 
to be erratic and deviate from the trend established by the 
younger units* they may be ignored. Some judgement needs to 
be exercised at this stage however. 
The ratios may also be fitted to the same equation form 
by the conventional least square methods as described in a 
1914.2 publication of the Edison Electric Institute (2). In 
these particular methods it is possible to wel^t each point 
with the amount of property in service at each age. However* 
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Tinless the weighting question has been deemed orltlcal* the 
orthogonal solution Is most frequently used* 
Turnover 
The basic principle of the turnover methods is relatively 
simple. It is merely that in any static but continuing 
property, one In i^lch there are additions which 
essentially replace the retirements* the number of years re­
quired to replace completely the plant, one turnover period, 
is equal to the average life* These studies are normally 
carried out on a dollar basis so that what is actually 
"turned over" la the plant investment* Thus, the basic data 
required are the additions, the retirements and the total 
plant in service In dollars as of each year* What was said 
above concerning the reliability of the property records must 
also be emphasized for these methods* No analysis techniques 
will correct faulty data* 
The tiirnover period toaj be determined by plotting the 
cumulative gross additions and cumulative retirements on the 
same chart* The horizontal distance between a value on the 
additions curve and one on the retirements curve represents 
the ttirnover period for those units retired as of the date 
considered on the retirements plot* Another procedure would 
be to accumulate retirements back from some date until the 
total would equal the plant balance at an earlier data* The 
2k 
elapsed time Interval would be the turnover period. Still 
another approach would be to aooumulate gross additions baok 
from any date till they equalled the balance In the account 
as of that date. The time difference again Is the turnover 
period. 
Jeynes (2i|.) and Jemlng (22) have presented modifications 
of the original turnover methods. Each of these techniques 
has considerably more mathematical foundation than the cumu­
lative methods described above. 
A very unique analysis technique called the simulated 
plant-record method has been proposed by Bauhan (I4.). This 
method merely requires the data needed for a turnover analysis 
yet It solves for both the average life and the mortality 
dispersion. The analysis Is accomplished by first assuming 
some known mortality pattern such as one of the Iowa type 
curves. Next an estimate of the total dollars In service at 
any date Is made by multiplying the cost of each year's 
additions by the successive percentages surviving at each age 
as given by the assumed mortality dispersion. The sxims from 
each year's Installations \^lch are Indicated as being In 
service during a specified year are added and the resulting 
represents a predicted plant balance for that year. A summa­
tion Is accomplished for each year and the values are com­
pared with the actual account balances. This whole procedure 
Is normally repeated for 20 or 30 mortality approximations. 
2^  
The behavior pattern giving the least sum of squares of de­
viations from the actual pliint balances is assumed to be the 
best description of the mortality dispersion# 
Forecast 
In many cases the data necessary for the methods 
dencribed above are not available. Either the records are 
not complete or the units are so few and long-lived that 
little or no experience Is obtainable. In Instances such as 
these, the forecast method is the only possible procedure to 
use for the estimation of service life. This particular 
approach Involves Judgment based upon experience, analysis 
of related economic and policy trends, and any other factors 
deemed relevant. 
Summary 
It should be emphasized that every analysis procedure 
will Indicate a slightly different estimate of average service 
life or mortality dispersion. Likewise, any particular 
method will also show varying results for the same basic 
property if different experience periods aro considered. The 
careful analyst must be aware of these factors and try to 
consider all the reasonable solutions before he finally exer­
cises his Jud0nent to choose the most representative answer. 
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Depreciation 
vnien approaching the discussion of depreciation^ one Is 
likely to experience some trepidation for as Kuhn has 
Indicated: 
Throuf^out the entire history of the public 
utility Industry there seems to have been confu-
slon* fear* and misunderstanding on the subjeot 
of depreciation, (26, p. 199) 
However, a closer look at the problem discloses that to a 
great extent the confusion Is due to the failure to delineate 
the various concepts of depreciation. Bonbrlj^t has very 
carefully specified what he terms the "four basic concepts" 
as (a) Impaired serviceability, (b) fall In value, (c) dif­
ference In value present value and present replacement cost, 
and (d) amortised cost (5). Pitch agreed In essence but 
preferred "physical condition, value-depreciation, and cost-
depreciation", Indicating that (c) above was "actually a com-
blruitlon of the cost and value concepts". (19) 
Thus, the term depredation may describe the state of 
physical deterioration of property, the difference In value 
or monetary equivalent of an asset as of two different dates 
(negative as well as positive differences possible), or the 
extent to lAilch the cost of a piece of equipment has been 
allocated to production costs. With these possible Interpre­
tations In mind, the problem of determining an acceptable 
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definition Is somewhat olarlfled. 
Definition 
Probably the moat quoted definition of dopreciatlon 
appeared In a United States Supremo Court decision of 193^* 
It read as follows: 
Broadly speaking, depreciation is the loss, not 
restored by current maintenance, which is due 
to all the factors causing the ultimate retire­
ment of the property. These factors embrace 
wear and tear, decay, inadequacy, and 
obsolescence, (ij.3, P* 1^7) 
This definition has been criticised for the failure to 
specify what It is that is lost througji depreciation (30). 
Federal agencies, in general, have patterned their definitions 
after the one quoted above and in many cases they have added 
the terms "value" or "cost" to Indicate that which was lost 
because of depreciation (13). The inclusion of either of 
these terms does not make the expression completely satis­
factory because it then becomes limited to the specific con­
dition, , value depreciation or cost depreciation. Any 
definition ought to be sufficiently general to embrace all 
the concepts of depreciation. 
After an exhaustive study Pitch (19) proposed the fol­
lowing terminology which seems to be usable and acceptable: 
Depreciation is the decrease in the number 
of available units of service which a unit of 
property or group of property units can be ex­
pected to render. 
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Coat-'depreolation la the deoreaae In the 
available unite of service expreaaed as a func­
tion of the cost of the property. 
Value-depreclatIon la the change In the 
present worth of the anticipated returns from 
the services rendered by a property. Value-
depreciation can be determined only after a 
valuation Is completed and cannot be a factor 
of the value of a property. 
The significant feature of these definitions Is the 
specification of aervlce rather than some monetary designa­
tion as the basic measure. Qhls permits a perfectly general 
expression for the term, depreciation* and also allows 
appropriate sub-deflnltlons by merely relating service to the 
desired concept* cost* value* or physical condition. 
Cost-depreciation 
The proposition that manufacturing coats rightfully in­
clude aome increment of ec^uipment inveatment representing the 
proportionate oon8uii^)tlon of the available seiTVlce in the 
productive plant is generally accepted. The Depreciation 
Committee of the National Association of Railroad and Utility 
Commissioners pointed this out as follows: 
A proportionate part of the cost of the 
sewing machine is as much a part of the cost of 
the pair of trousers as is the cloth of which 
they are made or the labor expended thereon. 
The economic life of the blast furnace is oon-
8\imed in turning out iron; the locomotive* ton-
and passenger miles; the generator* kilowatt 
hours; the gas retort* cubic feet of gas. 
(32* p. T 
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This allocation of plant Investment to production costs Is 
cost-depreciation. 
The present study has been designed with cost-depreciation 
concept In mind. Therefore* all subsequent reference will be 
to this particular Interpretation unless otherwise 
Indlcated. 
Depreciation Accounting 
Current depreciation accounting 
The objective of current depreciation accountancy Is to 
produce a realistic statement of production costs experienced 
over the accounting period. Since these costs Include some 
provision representing the dissipation of tho ability of the 
plant to produce* current depreciation accountancy and cost-
depreciation are Integrally related. 
l^der this system an estimate of the annual cost-
depreciation Is needed for each accounting period. This sum 
Is then charged to production expense and credited to the de­
preciation reserve. If the annual charges have been estimated 
correctly* each year's production costs will be representative 
and the balance In the reserve will show the extent to vAilch 
the service capacity of the surviving plant has been consumed 
as of any particular date. 
It Is apparent that the critical factor is the 
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determination of the annual depreciation accrual. Since 
the basic measure of depreciation vas defined as the consump­
tion of sez^ioe» the number of units produced or the amount 
of service rendered would provide the most logical basis 
upon which the evaluation of the annual charge could be made. 
Such an allocation procedure haa been used and is known as the 
unit of production or use method. It has had very limited 
applioation, however, because of the difficulty in deter­
mining the proportionate service consumption* particularly 
when a number of machines are used in varying amounts on a 
nunjber of products or services. Another difficulty of this 
approach is that of making a reasonable estimate of the total 
expected service in terms of production units. Despite 
these handicaps, certain firms, the Canadian Pacific 
Railroad, have had considerable suooesa with this method of 
allocating depreciation e3q>ense (1|.7}* 
Most all Industrial organizations prefer to express ex­
pected service in terms of service life. This convention is 
normally referred to as age-life depreciation. Two general 
approaches are available: (a) whole life in which the year's 
oost-depreciation is related to the portion of the average 
service life consumed that year, and (b) remaining life in 
which tiie annual depreciation is determined by that part of 
the average remaining life or expectancy consumed during the 
year. The whole life concept is most commonly adopted but 
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the remaining life procedures have received considerable 
attention from certain groups, «.•£•» the California Public 
Utilities Commission (9) and others (10). 
Depreciation base 
Original Cost, replacement costf and value have been 
proposed as the correct siim to be recovered through the de­
preciation charges. Vlhichever is adopted is called the de­
preciation base. 
Oripdnal cost. The original cost basis is most always 
used for accounting purposes as it is the only one that is 
fully compatible with the concept of fioaJL^depreoiation* All 
depreciation determinations for income tax purposes must be 
made on this basis except in the case certain special 
property acquisitions Olf.* 1^). 
Value. Pair value has been frequently presented as the 
most appropriate basis for the depreciation charge. One of 
the most notable arguments in behalf of this approach was 
given by the Special Committee of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers in their review of the 1914-3 report of the 
Committee on Depreciation of the National Association of 
Railroad and Utility Commissioners. They sisomarized their 
conclusions as follows} 
In the opinion of the society's committee it 
(the 19l|-3 Report) fails to present adequately the 
fundamental conception that loss of value to 
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property through age and use Is Inescapable and 
that the extent of that loss of value at any date 
should be the basis of all accounting and finan­
cial policies with reference to depreciation* 
(3, p. 890) 
Dean T. R. Agg, \^o was a member of this reviewing committee, 
and Dean Anson Marston used the value basis in their develop­
ment of the present worth theory of depreciation (29)* Scharf 
and Leerburger (38) have also presented numerous papers in 
support of this approach. 
The principal objection to the vise of value as the de­
preciation base for accotmting is that the annual charge would 
not reflect that which was actually spent to produce the 
service. The National Association of Railroad and Utility 
Commissioners argued that: 
With fair value depreciation base, the re­
corded cost of utility service becomes a hybrid 
quantity comprised of actual costs for labor, 
materials, etc., and a portion of the value of 
the property. The result is neither cost nor 
value. (32, p. 514-) 
Replacement cost. Interest in the replacement cost 
basis seems to increase lAienever the nation's economy ex­
periences a definite trend of rising costs. One of the main 
arguments in support of this approach is that original cost 
depreciation charges are not enou^ to replace the old 
equipment when it is retired. Rising costs make any accrued 
funds inadequate. Another contention Is that the low depre­
ciation charges result in overstated profits and, subsequently, 
too high tax assessm^nta. 
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The major objection to replacement cost is essentially 
the aaine as that expressed against the value basis* This is 
simply that the cost of production should reflect the actual 
expenses incurred* The depreciation charge Is not made, 
fundamentally, to supply new plant but rather to allocate 
the Investment In the present plait to operating expense* 
In a recent publication Brown (8) estimated that, had 
replacement cost depreciation been used Instead of original 
costa depreciation charges would have been Increased by 
about #2 billion In the early postwar years and 1^2^ billion 
In 1950 €uid 1951« This In turn would have caused a :i^l-v2 
billion decrease in tax receipts "in recent years'*. It was 
believed that the switch in depreciation methods would have 
reduced profits after taxes in 1914-6 by 30 to $0 per cent in 
most industrial manufacturing groups* Prof* Brown concluded 
(p. 17)J 
Our general conclusions are that historic-
cost depreciation is more desirable than replace-
ment-cost depreciation for tax purposes. In our 
view, tax equity should be based on differences 
in real income* Heplacement-cost depreciation 
ignores these differences by providing a special 
exemption for certain tax payers (depreciable-
asset owners as opposed to financial-asset 
owners). Our analysis of the effects of the two 
methods on the stability of economic activity 
points to a sliest favoring of historic cost de­
preciation* Prom the long-view viewpoint, historic 
cost depreciation in a period of inflation is 
likely to result in a smaller amount of capital 
formation than would replacement cost depreciation* 
Here we oust wei£^ future against present consumer 
needs and consider the implications of this method 
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of financing opposed to alternatives. Plnally« the 
problem of a satisfactory measure of replacement-
cost depreciation seems unresolved. 
Item or group accounts 
Separate property accounts nay be kept for individual 
units or composite properties such as a building or a large 
piece of machinery. These are known as item accounts. More 
frequently the records for similar or like imits are 
gathered together Into a single account and handled on a 
group basis. If a new account is opened for each year's in­
stallations, the property in the account constitutes a vin­
tage group. When similar or like units of all ages are 
grouped together, the account is termed a continuous group 
or "open-end" account. This last form is by far the most 
common. 
The principal difference between item and group depre­
ciation is based upon mortality dispersion. Actually, there 
Is no dispersion in the item account since the unit is 100 
per cent suz>viving imtil its retirement drops the figxire im­
mediately to sero. In a group account a mortality pattern 
will probably develop in which some units will be retired 
quite early and others will remain in service a much longer 
time. Under the item method the annual depreciation charge 
Is based upon the expected probable life of the property unit 
80 that the imit*s cost will be recovered completely by the 
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date of retirement. Under tho group method the annual charge 
is based upon a representative average life which is a func­
tion of the mortality dispersion expected of the property. 
The depreciation charges are continued in behalf of the 
group until the last unit is retired. 
Grant and Norton (<iO) contend that an overiAieIroing majority 
of group accounts is due to Internal Revenue Service policy. 
They note that prior to 193i+* provision was made for a com­
pany to fully recover the original cost of unit whioh was re­
tired before being fully depreciated. However, on April I|., 
193i|. the Treasury Department issued Mimeograph 1|170 which 
said in part: 
V/here an account contains more than one item 
it will be presumed thiat the rate of depreciation 
is based upon the average life of such \mits. 
Losses claimed on normal retirement of units in 
such an account are not allowable, inasmuch as the 
use of an average rate contemplates the normal re­
tirement of assets both before and after the 
average life has been reached and there is, there­
fore, no possibility of ascertaining any actual 
loss under such circumstances until assets con­
tained in the account have been retired. 
Ihls policy is amplified further by the following statement 
from the 1914.2 edition of the United States Treasury Depart­
ment's Bulletin "P": 
Acoovinting losses from the normal retirement 
of assets are not GQ.lowable under any method of 
depreciation accovinting unless, in the case of 
classified or group accounting, the depreciation 
rate is based on the expected life of the 
longest-lived asset In the group, and in item 
accounting only when the maximum expected life of 
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the asset is used, slnoe oorreot item aooountlng 
recjulres an accurate determination of the life 
of each Individual asset, xhloh Is a practical 
Impossibility until near the end of Its life. 
(1U|., p. 7-8) 
These requirements obviously make anything but group accounts 
most Impractical in all but a few instances. 
Unit and dollar desipcnation 
Con^lete property accounts will generally Indicate the 
number of units in service at any time as well as an exten­
sion showing the original cost investment in those units. 
Estimates of service life and mortality behavior can be 
determined from either of these designations* However, the 
dollar basis is most always used for accounting purposes. 
This is because the unit is rather difficult to define in 
most group accounts. For example, an account for centrifugal 
gas pumps will not only caarry all such ptimps but also may 
include such accessory items as foundations and baseplates, 
lubricating systems, power transmissions (shafting, pulley, 
couplings, etc.), platforas, ladders, stairs and railings 
(when an integral part of the pump). Under these condltiona 
the dollar basis is the only practical way to summarize the 
amount of property involved. 
Howard (21) has shown that dollar and unit designations 
may produce varying mortality estimates if the property has 
experienced price changes over the placement period. The 
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analysis of retirement experienced based on the number of 
units in service is unaffected by price fluctuations* Hov-
ever^ if the data are expressed in terms of dollars* the 
behavior of the newer equipment is weighted differently from 
that of the older units which might have had lower or higher 
installation costs. Vbile the variance in the estimates 
appeared to be fairly small* no attempt was made to determine 
its significance by statistical or other measures. 
Allocation techniciuea 
Ideally* cost-depreciation should be accomplished 
according to the consumption of a plant's capacity to produce. 
However* it is extremely difficult to get a valid measure of 
the expiration of service capacity. Consequently* the 
accotintant assumes the annual decrease follows one of three 
patterns. They are* first* a straight line* second* a curve 
indicating decreasing annual increments* and* third* a curve 
showing increasing annual increments. These assumptions were 
all originally conceived for item depreciation but they have 
been applied to group accounts with fairly satisfactory re­
sults. However* the graphical interpretation of a strai^t 
line or a particular curve are not appropriate \^en the 
methods are applied to continuous or "open-end" accounts be­
cause the additions and retirements change the depreciation 
base* and* hence* the relative size of the successive annual 
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charges • 
Straight line* avorage life procsdure for the 
stral^t line assumption is by far the most common method In 
use today. It is equally applicable to Item or group 
accounts. The depreciation rate Is a constant for any given 
measure of service life and salvage value and may be defined 
as 
estimated salvage 
1*00 - Depreciation b 
Straight line rate = "" 
E value 
ase 
Probable life or average life 
Where the probable life is used for item accounting and the 
average life for the group computation. The concept of a 
straight line allocation suggests equal annual accruals. 
mils Is the case for the depreciation of a single unit since 
the charge* d, for any year» x» is 
dj^ - (Item depreciation rate)(Depreciation base). 
For group properties the expression for the annual accrual at 
any age, Xi becomes 
d^ s (Group depreciation rate)(Average fixed asset balance, 
year x). 
The average fixed asset balance is assumed to be one-half the 
s\m of the account's beginning and ending balances for the 
year. This calculation appropriately allows a half-year's 
charge for those units retired or added to the property during 
the year. It Is to be noted that the variable nature of a 
continuing asset balance prevents the equal annual accruals 
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normally expected of a straight lino method. 
Since the group rate given above Is a function of the 
expected average service life. It Is obvious that those 
units retiring before average life will not be fully de­
predated when they are removed from service* Likewise, 
those remaining longer than average life will be over-
depreciated. However, If the estimate of average life is 
correct, the total original cost of the group will be fully 
recovered as the last unit is retired. 
Some authorities have disapproved of this delayed re­
coupment. It is the feelings of these men that each unit of 
the property should be fully depreciated at its retirement 
(29, 39, it-9}* The allocation procedure which would theo­
retically assure this recovery la termed the unit summation 
approach. To compute the annual depreciation expense by the 
stralc^t line unit summation method, the engineer must pre­
dict the complete mortality dispersion of the property. This 
la neceaaary since the units at any specified age within the 
property group will be expected to have varying Uvea de­
pendent upon the diaperaion. Likewise, each length of life 
will have a different straight line rate. Hence, the 
appropriate depreciation rate for any age is a weif^ted 
average of all the individual straight line rates necessary 
within the group. 
The complexities of the rate determination considerably 
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limit the use of this procedure. Winfrey (I4.9* 50) has ex­
plained the method thorouf^ly and Pitch (19) has presented 
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the theoretical development of both the average life and the 
unit summation straight line methods. 
Decreasing annual charge. The principal allocation 
technique in this category is called declining balance. 
MathematicallyI the annual accrual for an item of property at 
age X is defined as 
d = (Declining balance rate)(Undepreciated book balance 
at beginning of the year x) 
v/here the undepreciated balance is the depreciation base less 
the balance in the depreciation reserve at the beginning of 
year x. The declining balance rate has been frequently ex­
pressed in terms of the depreciation base and expected sal­
vage (20, 30). That is. 
where f s declining balance rate 
n B probable or average life 
Vg - estimated salvage value at age n 
B = depreciation base. 
This expression is normally of little consequence, however, 
since the rate, f, is limited to twice that of the straight 
line rate when the depreciation is computed for income tax 
pxirposes. 
The annual charge for a group property is found in 
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exactly the same way as the Item accrual If there are no 
additions made to the account during the year. In case new 
units are added« a half year*s charge is made in their behalf, 
or, 
^additions " (|-)(Declining balance rate)(Depreciation base 
of year*8 additions) 
This sum is added to the annual expense computed for the 
units in service as of the beginning of the year to get the 
aoooTuit*s total accrual. 
The constant rate applied to the diminishing undepreciated 
balance produces decreasing annual depreciation allocations 
for item or vintage group properties. The early years, how­
ever, have considerably greater accruals than the amoiints 
based upon the corresponding straight line rates. Thus, 
faster recoupment of the plant investment is possible by this 
method, at least, in the case of newer properties. 
The sum-of-the-digits method also gives heavy, early 
accruals. Tbider this plan any year's annual charge for an 
item account is determined by 
djj = (Sum-of-the-digits-rate for year x)(Depreciation base). 
Mathematically, the rate is described by 
A - ^ (n-x) 
^x " TOTMn) 
where n = probable life 
X s age of unit (limited to integral values) at be­
ginning of year for which the charge is desired. 
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When fractional years are Involved the appropriate percentage 
of the full year's allocation is made. This procedure is 
limited to item accounts although proposals for handling 
group properties have been made to the Internal Revenvie 
Service (3^)* G^rant and Norton (20) have presented a com­
plete discussion of the applications and uses of the faster 
write off procedures. 
Increasing annual charge. The so-called interest 
methods^ sinking fund and present worth* produce increasing 
anniial accruals with age. As such« they tend to approximate 
the actual decline in phyaical condition of some propertiea. 
The sinking fund approach was originally discussed by 
E. A. Sailers in 191^ (37)* It has been used to limited ex-
tentf principally in the public utility industry. However, a 
19^3 survey of the National Asaociation of Kailroad and 
Utility Commiasioners ahowed less than 6 per cent of the 
class A and B privately owned electric utilities were still 
using this method (17)» An example of sinking fund depre­
ciation for both the item and group accounts was presented in 
the 19i{.3 report of the Depreciation Committee of this 
Association (32). 
Marston and Agg proposed a present worth approach in 
which the depreciation was measured in terms of the present 
worth of the probable future service expected from the 
property (29)• Winfrey (14.9) has discussed the method as has 
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Slade (39)• This la a value-depreolation plan and* henoe* 
ought not be used for oost-depreolatlon. 
Depreolatlon reserve 
While the term, reserve, oommonly Implies an actual fund 
or surplus account, the depreciation reserve represents 
nothing but an estimate of accrued depreciation. The 
Accountant's Handbook states: 
The conventional depreolatlon reserve not only 
does not consist of an actual fund but can be said 
to represent or Indicate a fund of property only In 
a very Indirect way. If at all. The balance In the 
reserve or allowance for accrued depreciation repre­
sents Just one thing <- the estimated expiration in 
use of the depreciable property shown in other 
accoTints at cost or other gross book value. 
p. 7l|.7) 
The reserve for depreciation is >Aiat is known aa a 
contra or valuation account. That is, annual depreciation 
accruals are recorded and sunned in the reserve so that the 
extent of depreciation in some other accoxint may be known or 
valued at any time. Actually, such nominal accounts as the 
depreciation reserve are merely an accounting convention 
since the annual depreciation charge could be credited directly 
to the fixed asset account without affecting the over-all 
balance* Many accountants essentially do this assignment 
when they carry a net fixed asset figure on a company's 
balance sheet. The net amount represents the difference 
between the original cost of the plant and the depreciation 
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reserve. This practice Is fairly vddespread In manufacturing 
Industries but is quite rigorously opposed by public utilities 
executives who are concerned about possible misinterpretation 
of the resulting financial statements by those parties not 
fully cognizant of accounting procedures (1, 16). 
ThuSf while the reserve accovint does indicate the extent 
of depreciation accomplished, it does not represent an amount 
of dollars held or "reserved" for replacement or a "rainy 
day". The funds withheld from earnings for depreciation may 
be kept in the firm's general funds, or assigned to an actual 
cash savings fund, or spent for new equipment, etc. But the 
reserve balance does not show which, if any, of these have 
occurred. The nature of the depreciation reserve may be fur­
ther emphasized by noting that the full amount of an annual 
depreciation charge would be added to the z*eserve balance 
even though no actual earnings were realized by the company 
for the particular year. 
Finally, the reserve represents accrued depreciation for 
those units in service only. Upon retirement, the original 
cost or other basis of the unit is subtracted out of both 
the fixed as set account and the reserve. Under group 
accounting there is no attempt to assign a portion of the 
reserve to each unit. Instead, the balance represents oon-
sximed service from the survivors of the account as a whole. 
Adequacy of reserve. If effective financial control is 
to be maintained. It Is highly desirable to frequently deter­
mine how reasonable or realistic a firm's depreoiation policy 
has been. Of perhaps more importance is the consideration of 
what the future policies should be. An evaluation of 
present condition is usually a preliminary to both these in­
vestigations. The depreciation reserve represents the 
present status and, hence, the adequacy of its balance pro­
vides the basis for the policy appraisal. 
The Depreciation Committee of the National Association 
of Railroad and Utility Commissioners has presented examples 
Illustrating the two general approaches for determining the 
adequacy of the depreciation reserve. These are termed 
retroactive and prospective (32). The former procedure In­
volves going back to age zero and building up a reserve with 
the appropriate annual charges less the deductions for re­
tirements. The latter approach indicates the proper reserve 
at a given age by considering future expected accruals and 
future expected retirement debits. 
In general, the prospective method is preferred because 
of simpler calculations and the e^plioablllty of formulas. 
For example, the reserve requirement ratio for units of a 
certain age x as indicated by the prospective straight line 
average life approach is 
1^ 6 
Rosorve requirement ratio, age x ~ 
(1 Estimated salvage at retirements .. 
^ ~ Depreciation base " E 
where = average expectancy of units at age x 
E = average life of all units In group. 
This ratio Is applied to the original cost of the units of 
age X* The resulting product Is the numbor of dollars which 
should currently be credited to the reserve In behalf of this 
age group. The calculated total reserve balance for the 
particular account would be the sum of the requirements of 
all the age groups represented* Likewise, the stimmatlon of 
the various account balances would Indicate the necessary 
reserve requirement for the company as a >^ole. 
It Is apparent that the reserve requirement Is a mathe­
matical computation which must be considered In light of tiie 
assumption necessary to permit Its determination. Logan (28, 
p. 163) has indicated that these are as follows: 
1. That the property, for which the compu­
tation Is made, will experience a speci­
fied average life span; 
2. That the mortality or dispersion pattern 
Is known, i.e., v^at percentage of all 
units Installed in a given year will 
survive at each age; 
3. That the presently sxirviving units of 
property, for which the reserve is com­
puted, have precisely conformed to 
assumptions 1 and 2; and 
1|.. That the future amounts of net salvage 
(or removal cost) of the presently sur­
viving units are now known. 
Thus, it is seen that a prime requisite in the evaluation of 
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the adequacy of the reserve la a carefully made prediction of 
the expected mortality dispersion. 
lie serve adjustments. While the reserve computation Is 
at best an apnroxlmatlon or an estimate of What the reserve 
ought to be, the actual balance Is sometimes found to be so 
far from the expected value that some adjustment Is felt 
necessary. Tvo alternatives for making the corrections are 
available. One Is to accomplish an Immediate transfer to or 
from the company's surplus to the depreciation reserve. The 
other is a gradual elimination of the discrepancy by in­
creasing or decreasing the depreciation rate slightly. Both 
methods have their tindeslrable features* unfortunately. If 
an appropriation is made from surplus to reserve* or vice 
versa* the new balance may be reasonable* but the deprecia­
tion indicated still has not been accrued* Production costs 
in the past were not properly adjusted for depreciation ex­
pense. Likewise* the modification of the depreciation rate 
tends to distort the future Income statements. 
It appears that the wisest policy is one of frequent 
analysis to determine the reserve requirements and the ex­
pected mortality dispersion. If depreciation rates are kept 
current as a result of these studies* the reserve will not 
need adjustment. 
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REVIEW OP LITEIt^TUKE 
The topics of mortality analysis and of depreciation 
have received considerable attention In the literature. Many 
of the more widely recognized publications have been re­
viewed or noted In the preceding sections. It Is felt that 
further elaboration would merely duplicate the work of pre­
vious authors, <>.£•« Pitch (19)» Sailers (37)* Winfrey (li.9). 
Consequently, the following discussion Is concerned prin­
cipally with the specific studies and reports which suggested 
the present Investigation. 
In 1935 the Iowa Engineering Experiment Station Issued 
Its Bulletin 125* Statistical Analyses of Industrial Property 
Retirements (US). In this publication Winfrey reported the 
results of a curve fitting experiment conducted with the re­
tirement experience he had used In the development of the 16 
Iowa type curves. Each of the original sets of data was 
partially replotted to produce a stub terminating at 90 per 
cent s\a»vlvlng. The resulting curves were smoothed and 
extrapolated by one of the Iowa types so that an estimate of 
average life was obtained. Another Indication of service 
life was determined after each of the stubs had been extended 
to So per cent svirvlving. The process was repeated at 70 
per cent surviving and so on. 
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Aa might bo expected the variation in the average lives 
estimated from the fittings decreased conaldorably as the 
length of the stubs wore Increased. For example* the 
average error of the predications was found to be rou^ly 
-20 per cent of the correct value for data ending at 90 per 
cent s\arviving and -3 P®r cent at 0 per cent suirvlvlng. 
The deviation in the estimates for complete survivor 
curves is rather interesting since the standard types were 
based upon these same data. Winfrey explains this variation 
by noting that many of the curves fell between two types and 
could be classified as either one of them. He also mentioned 
that some difficulty was encountered in fitting data having 
hl£^ modal frequency curves. The survivor curves in these 
instances would be quite steep and, thus, hard to classify 
as to type except for the trends Indicated at the ends. It 
was suggested that a comparison on the basis of frequency 
curves would be more successful for data of this type. 
The 19l|-3 report of the Committee on Depreciation of the 
National Association of Railroad and Utility Commissioners 
presented an extensive review of most all phases of deprecia­
tion and depreciation accounting (32). This particular work 
was not accepted formally by the Association at Its meeting 
that year but was merely circulated among the member commis­
sions. The major objections to the report were not voiced 
against the manner in which the various techniques were 
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described or evaluated, father, the principal point in con­
tention was the recommendation made by the Committee that all 
depreciation calculations be basod upon the strai^t line 
approach under a current depreciation accounting system. 
Moat utilities at that time were using a somevhat different 
procedure known as retirement reserve accounting* Quite 
naturally these firms were concerned about the problems of a 
basic shift in accounting procedures (1). It is Interesting 
to note, however, that by 1953 over 90 per cent of the pri­
vately owned class A and B utilities had adopted the 
recommended system (17)» 
Using an experience band from a hypothetical property 
experience, this Conrolttee Illustrated the use of the 
Gompertz-Makeham equation, the Iowa type curves, and the 
fitting of retirement ratios by orthogonal polynomials. Two 
significant comments were made concerning the Gompertz-
Makeham approach. The first, and most important, was the 
factor In the equation which was to allow for retlro.ient from 
"fortuitotis causes" becomes negative in the analysis of 
property behavior. Since moat Industrial equipment is re­
tired for reasons i^ioh may be classified as fortuitous 
rather than related to age, the report questioned the de­
sirability of using this method of analysis. 
The second observation noted was that freqxiently the 
life table resulting from Gompertz-Makeham equation reaches a 
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maximum before age zero and, at times, this value may exceed 
100 per oent. However, the report Indicated that If this 
occurs at a very early age, the data could be arbitrarily 
smoothed to eliminate the difficulty. 
With regard to the fitting accomplished using the Iowa 
type curve, the Committee commented (p. 
Where the stub life tables run to, or nearly 
to, the point v^ere $0 per oent of Radix sxu^lves 
this method will ordinarily yield satisfactory 
estimates of average service life# However, the 
estimates of mortality dispersion leave something 
to be desired. In other words, while this method 
appears to yield fairly reasonable estimates for 
annual depreciation, it is likely to be less 
satisfactory for accrued depreciation. 
No indication was given in the report whether these conclu­
sions were based upon the results of this single study or 
v^ether further analyses were accomplished. 
A second degree equation developed by orthogonal poly­
nomials was vised to smooth the retirement ratios from these 
same data. It was reported that a comparison of the resulting 
life table with the actual data was quite good. The absence 
of any specific criticism such as accompanied the discussions 
of the other methods of analysis appears to indicate that 
the Committee found this particular fitting technique to be 
superior. 
The cooperating Committees on Depreciation of the 
American Gas Association and the Edison Electric Institute 
issued a survey of mortality analysis procedures in 19It-2 (2). 
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Their study made use of actual mortality experience from two 
accounts, "Electric Meters" and "Water Gas Seta". However, 
all comparisons between the various methods were based on 
Mnalyses of complete life tables. The applications were 
therefore limited to those of smoothing data. Under these 
particular conditions, all actuarial procedures were In good 
agreement on estimates of average service life. 
Orthogonal polynomials were not used In this study. 
Rather, the retirement ratios were fitted to third degree 
equations using conventional least squares methods. This 
permitted the use of data weighted with dollars In service at 
each age. It was reported that the weighted curves agree 
with the other actuarial methods better than the unweighted. 
This Is particularly Interesting because the least squares 
solutions by orthogonal polynomials uses unweighted data. 
A complete expression of mortality dispersion Is used 
principally In the determination of the adequacy of a de­
preciation reserve balance* Logan (20) investigated the 
problem of how much the calculated reserve would be changed 
by the assumption of various behavior patterns. He obtained 
dispersion estimates for a band of actual experience using 
the Iowa type curves and the simulated plant-record method. 
A very satisfactory fit was obtained from the standard cvirves 
but the plant-record approach did not clearly Indicate 
whether the appropriate survivor curve was based on a left. 
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or right, or a symmetrically moded frequency distribution. 
Comparing the possible "acceptable" solutions, Logan found a 
19.5 per cent difference between the maximum and minimum 
reserve figures based upon straight line depreciation calcu­
lations. He concluded that the range of "correct" balances 
indicated that it was unrealistic to force a reserve to con­
form to the results of a single mathematical calculation. In­
stead, he proposed that any adjustments be deferred until a 
series of reserve requirements evaluated over a period of 
years could be studied and analyzed for trends. 
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PROGEDUUE 
One of the principal purposes of the study was to pro­
vide useful information to the practicing depreciation 
engineer. Consecjuently, every effort was made to conduct the 
experiment under conditions that closely resembled those of 
an actual analysis of retirement experience. 
The general outline of the investigation was to submit 
the same incomplete or stub data to analysis by both the Iowa 
type curves and orthogonal polynomials and to then compare 
the corresponding results. A panel was deemed advisable in 
the case of the type curves since considerable Judgment is 
exercised in matching the data. One person mi^t be subject 
to a particular bias and, therefore, not fairly represent the 
system. On the other hand, any significant bias noted in an 
analysis of a panel's results would likely be characteristic 
of the method, and, as such, would be extremely important. 
Only one calculation was accomplished for the orthogonal 
analyses since the approach is mathematical and, under a 
given set of conditions, will always produce the sar.ie results. 
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The Data 
The principal criterion used In the selection of the 
original property experience was that a retirement rate 
analysis of an appropriate observation band would produce a 
complete or nearly complete life table. It was desired to 
have enou^ experience In each account to cause the per cent 
surviving values to extend down to the range of at least 10-
15 per cent. The specification of the retirement rate 
analysis was made because this approach Is used almost ex­
clusively In studies of total account behavior. Complete 
life tables were required since they would provide the 
standards for the comparisons, ^at is, the function of the 
fitting technique is to recognize the trend or mortality 
"law" present in the Incomplete experience and then to 
extrapolate the data on that basis* Therefore, all the test 
stubs were merely the higher per cent surviving portions of 
complete or nearly complete life tables. This procedure 
allowed the predicted results to be compared with the com­
plete, actual life table. 
Roughly 75 curves which met the above requirements were 
collected from various firms, principally in the gas and 
electric utility industry. As each set of data was received, 
it was assigned a code number from a table of random numbers. 
No particular attention was paid initially to the classes of 
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property represented by the data. Rather, the emphasis was 
upon getting a range of types of mortality dispersion so that 
the teats would be fairly representative of the situations 
encountered In practice. Therefore, the data were plotted as 
survivor curves and roughly classified according to the 
general Iowa types. This was done to see how well the study 
would cover the possible variations In mortality dispersion 
as given by these widely accepted standards of Industrial 
property retirement. It was found that 15 of the 18 Iowa 
types were represented. Specifically, versions of the 
1^* ^2* 1^' ^ 2' ^ 3^* 5^' ^ 0' ^ 1' ^ 2' ^ 3' 
curves had been received. 
Next, two samples from each type avEdlable were selected 
so that a long and a short average service life experience 
was specified for each general mortality classification. In 
the cases of the S2> and types only one san^le of each 
was found. For these curves the second set of data was syn­
thesized from the first by plotting only a part of the points 
to a correspondingly reduced scale, , every other point 
was plotted with the scale of the age axis reduced by a 
factor of two. 
A few of the test curves chosen did not have complete 
life tables. The type classifications of these data were re-
checked carefully and then used as a starting point in 
extrapolating the curves to completion. Every effort was 
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made to continue the data according to the trends established 
In one or two Instances the type curve which was most 
appropriate for the over-all experience did not give a 
smooth extension at the advanced ages sind In each case it was 
discarded in favor of a more logical development. One curve« 
No. 27» tiad departed so significantly from any Iowa type by 
the time it had reached 10 per cent sxirvlving that the 
extrapolation was done by eye. 
Only those life tables which did not go to aero were ex­
tended or smoothed in any way. If an extension was necessary 
the original data were not touched until an age in which the 
dollars remaining in service represented less than 1 per 
cent of the maxlxnum in service balance in the experience 
band. A single exception to this was life table No. 21 in 
which the total dollars in service at the age the extrapola­
tion began was slightly under ^  per cent of the maximum 
figure. Since the experience for the advanced ages and the 
small balances is noznnally considered somewhat questionable* 
it is believed that these extensions had little# if any, 
effect on the over-all results. 
A brief summary of the classes of property used in the 
study was prepared as an aid to the panel in their fitting 
procedures and has been included in Appendix p. 126 • All 
data were classified according to the account numbers as 
specified by the United States Federal Power Commission in 
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its unlfoxnTi system of accounts for natural gas companies (i+l) 
or public utilities (1|.2)« The descriptions for the three 
life tables synthesized from other experience are, of 
course, assumed. These particular tables were Nos. 20, 26, 
and 39. The properties described have been knovm to behave 
similarly to the curves represented, however. 
To obtain the stub data for the study, each of the 30 
life tables was arbitrarily terminated at approximately 70 
per cent surviving. The resulting group of Incomplete data 
were termed "heavily stubbed" and the appropriate curve nian-
bers modified by the code letter C, No. 10-C. Another 
group of 30 stub curves was developed by again taking the 
data from the original experience and terminating it in the 
vicinity of 50 per cent surviving. These curves were re­
ferred to as "llgjitly stubbed" and their numbers were modi-
fled by the code letter S, , No. 10-S. The word desig­
nations, heavily and lightly stubbed, were preferred since 
the erratic nature of the data prevented the ending of the 
teat life tables at exactly 70 or 50 per cent surviving. 
Actually, vftiile these values were approximated in most cases, 
the lightly stubbed terminal points ranged from 30 to 60 per 
cent surviving and the heavily stubbed values extended from 
60 to 90 per cent. 
Tables of retirement ratios were prepared so as to in­
clude exactly the same amovint of experience as was given on 
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the survivor curves. This required that the last ratio In­
cluded In any data set be the one vihlch expressed the ex­
pected retirement for the year preceding the terminal point 
of the corresponding stub curve* 
Vlhlle the development of the test curves was accomplished 
using the survivor curve representation of the original data, 
a plot of the observed retirement ratios could have been used 
as well. However, the former approach was preferred since 
the extent of retirement experience is normally expressed in 
terms of per cent surviving. 
During the stubbing process no consideration was given 
to the resulting shape of the cxirve or whether the included 
points seemed to indicate the general trend of the complete 
curve. Attention was given only to the selection of terminal 
points tdiich approximated the desired values and to the 
establishment of an adequate differential between the data 
included in the heavily and lightly stubbed curves. 
The Iowa Type Curves 
The panel 
The panel consisted of 16 meni^ers, all of whom had had 
some experience with the Iowa curves. Panel members were 
selected mainly upon the recommendations or references of 
firms or personal acquaintances who were familiar with their 
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work* The names of the panel members^ their business addressea 
and positions^ viiere known, are given In Appendix A of this 
dissertation. Vocationally, the membership may bo sumraarlzed 
as follows t 
I4. —- consulting depreciation engineers 
1 -- valuation engineer 
k, college professors or teachers 
2 — United States government service engineers 
2 — public utility commission engineers 
3 — public utility depreciation engineers. 
The actual experience with the use of the Iowa curves 
varied considerably within the panel. In general, those in 
teaching were not actively engaged in depreciation work but 
had taught the use of the curves for some time and used them 
themselves to a limited extent in the analysis of industrial 
retirement data. Ihree of these four members had served at 
one time on the faculty of the Iowa State College. However, 
only one is so engaged at the present time. The experience 
sixmmary of the panel, excluding teaching personnel, is given 
in Table 1. 
Analysis of the data 
In order to make a uniform presentation of the data to 
the panel members, the incomplete life tables were reproduced 
as stub survivor curves on tracing paper. The only 
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Table 1* Experience summary of panel members^ 
Experience In using Iowa type curves. Number of panel 
years members 
0 - 1 2 
1 - 5 2 
5 - 10 2 
10 - 15 2 
Over 15 k 
^Summary does not Include the four members whose ex­
perience was principally based upon teaching the use of the 
system* 
Information appearing on these plots was the data points* tbe 
curve number and code letter, and the appropriate scale 
markings. A sample of one of these reproductions has been 
presented.^ 
To assign the curves for analysis, the 60 stub curves were 
first divided Into two groups of 30 according to the long and 
short average lives. Next, the 1$ heavily stubbed curves 
were selected from each group and exchanged. Thus, both 
curve series consisted of 30 stubs, half of which were de­
rived from the longer-lived examples, and half were prepared 
from the shorter-lived versions. Likewise, each of these 
seta Included 1$ heavily stubbed data and l5 lightly stubbed 
*lnfra Appendix B. 
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curves. However, one group had the heavily stubbed, long 
life curves and the other had the lightly stubbed, long life 
ouz*ve8> Similarly, the first set had all the lightly stubbed, 
short life data, and the second had the heavily stubbed, 
short life curves* 
At random eight panel members were assigned the first 
series of curves end the remaining elg^t men received the 
second series. Each member was given a series of 30 stub 
curves, a set of instructions, a brief description of the 
properties included in each account represented in the 
curves, a summary sheet upon v^ich to record his fittings, 
and two sets of Iowa type curves. One of these sets was a 
series of the standard curves which had been prepared by the 
Iowa Engineering Experiment Station. Each morteillty type had 
curves plotted at five-year intervals in average life.^ The 
other set presented each type curve in oxM-year average life 
intervals. 
Ho fitting instructions were specified because it was 
felt that the analyst ovight to use the particular routine 
with which he was familiar. However, comments from the pemel 
indicated that the most widely followed procedure was one of 
first drawing in a curve throu£^ the data by eye* VAth this 
freehand curve as a guide, the engineer determined the 
*Infra, Appendix B. 
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appropriate type and the approximate average life by 
matching the data to the five-year Interval curves. This 
fitting was then checked and verified using the one-year 
curves. 
One departure from the practical curve fitting situation 
was suggested In the set of Instructions. The panel member 
was asked to assume that all data given were developed from 
essentially the same or at least an adequate amount of ex­
perience. The purpose of this qualification was to ellninate 
any question as to the appropriate wei^t to give to the 
various points, particularly those at the more advanced ages. 
This assumption was not unreasonable in this Instance since 
all the data shown were actually the upper portions of com­
plete life tables. However« in fitting a stub, the analyst 
would normally have to satisfy himself as to the validity of 
the data appearing in the terminal portion of the curve. 
Orthogonal Polynomials 
This method of curve fitting was implied directly to the 
observed retirement ratios which were chosen in preference to 
survival ratios because the former were smaller and easier to 
handle math«natlcally. The fitting procedure, which embraces 
the concepts of least squares, resulted In a polynomial ex­
pression relating the ratios to age. Sample calculations 
Illustrating the orthogonal approach are given in Appendix D. 
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In proposing this particular method, the engineers of 
the Now York Public Utilities Commission suggested that the 
second degree polynomial was used most often but that 
occasionally either the first or the third would be appro­
priate (33* P* 79). The problem of smoothing retirement data 
Is not one of merely getting the closest fit to the observed 
data. The resulting equation must not produce Inappropriate 
ratios. That Is, the supposition Is made that as the property 
grows older Its probability of survival throu£^ the next age 
Interval decreases. This general assumption ouc^t not be 
discarded for a better fit over the earlier years. Hence, 
first or second degree equations are normally preferred. 
For the work Included In this study, second degz>ee ex­
pressions were used wherever possible. Two exceptions should 
be noted. The first was In the case of a few sets of data 
which Indicated fairly rapid retirement in the ewly years 
and then a pronounced diminishing of the rate, followed by an 
Increase again. Third degree solutions were preferred for 
data of this form. 
The second situation in vdilch a particular degree was 
not eqpproprlate occurred because of a mathematical charac­
teristic involved. The retirement ratio may be defined by 
where R = retirement ratio for a unit time interval 
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= retirements experienced over any time interval 
y = survivors at the beginning of the time interval 
X s time interval. 
Since the fitting process expresses the ratio as a polynomial 
*jhioh Is a function of age x, the following may be written: 
1  A y  2  
R  =  - y  =  a + b x  +  o x  +  . . •  
where x = age 
a* b« o, eto»( - constants determined by the data* 
This equation approximates 
^ ^  = -(a + bx + cx^ + • • • ) 
which upon integration becomes 
/ny = K - ax - . . , 
or y ss e 2 3 
The resulting e(|uation is recognized as the mathematical 
expression for the life table or the survivor curve* However* 
in a series such as the one present in the exponent of e 
above the leading term, the term with the highest power, 
predominates as the variable increases in magnitude. Thus, 
if the life table values, or y, are to go to 0 per cent, the 
leading term of the exponent mu9t be negative* Fortunately, 
it is possible to determine the sign of the leading term be­
fore it is actually evaluated Uien data are fitted with 
orthogonal polynomials. This feature peznits the elimination 
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of those degrees whloh are Inappropriate and aids the selec­
tion of the best equation form. 
With regard to the aotual oaloulatlons Involved In the 
fitting prooessf three assiimptions were made to provide a 
consistent and reasonable approach to each set of data. The 
most significant dealt with weighting the ratios. In the 
original presentation of the method the suggestion was made 
that at advanced ages the data might become erratic and 
probably should be rejected. The explanation for this was 
that as the analysis reaches the extreme ageSf the amount of 
data available decreases markedly and it is doubtful that the 
results could be considered representative. Thus, it was 
left to the engineer to run a number of analyses* each time 
excluding more or less data* until a satisfactory fit was ob­
tained. This is a perfectly reasonable approach for a par­
ticular study but it could not be followed in the present in­
vestigation because^in order to be valid, a comparison must 
be made under the same conditions, using exactly the 
same retirement ejqperience. Therefore, the assumption was 
made that all ratios given resulted from essentially equal or 
at least adequate ejqperience. Consequently, all data given 
in the stubs were used in the fitting process regardless of 
the trend e^dxibited at the older ages* It will be recalled 
that this aame condition was applied to the Iowa type curve 
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fitting prooecture as vell.^ 
The second assumption dealt with the question of the 
proper interpretation of negative retirement ratios. At 
times the mathematical expression would produce values for 
the smoothed ratios which became negative before age zero. 
VAille these were perfectly correct from the mathematical 
point of view« they were inappropriate for describing re­
tirement experience since they indicated an increase in the 
units surviving. One of two alternatives was always selected. 
If the values became Just sll^tly negative and then positive 
once more» the ratios for those particular years having 
negative terms were assumed to be zero. This was particularly 
done in those cases where the fit of the data was improved by 
such an assumption. On the other hand, if the smoothed 
ratios remained negative for a number of age intervals, the 
ratios were assumed to be zero for all intervals preceding 
the year in which the values became and remained positive. 
Finally, the problem of computing the appropriate ratio 
for the first half year presented some difficulty. The use 
of the orthogonal solution requires that the independent 
variable, age, be increased in equal increments, one 
year intervals for ages ^  to 1^, 1^ to 2^, and so on. There­
fore, there was no way to evaluate directly the rate for age 
*Sugra, p. 1|.9. 
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0 to ^ unless the regression equation was determined. This 
expression was not needed for any of the other values so it 
was quite inconvenient to make the evaluation for this single 
term. Therefore, the ratios for this first interval were de­
fined by adopting one of two arbitrary solutions. When the 
suooeeding ratios were sero« the first ratio was assumed to 
be zero, also. In any other instance, the ratio for the age 
interval to was found. If it proved to be positive, 
one-half of its value was assumed to be the correct ratio for 
the 0-^ age interval. If the calculated value was negative, 
the ratio for the first interval was assumed to be zero. 
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TREATMENT OP RESULTS 
The Investigation was designed to permit an evaluation 
of the results on the basis of statistical analyses* How­
ever, any Interpretation of the significant tendencies Indi­
cated Is dependent upon the standard adopted, the measures of 
fit oompeired, and the analysis procedures used. Descriptions 
of these factors as they pertain to the present study are 
presented In this chapter. 
The Standard 
The purpose of the curve fitting method Is to ''recog­
nize" the trend of the data esdxlblted In the stub curve and 
then to extrapolate the ejqperlence on this same basis. For 
this reason all stubs used In this study were developed from 
complete survivor curves. This permitted the adoption of the 
full life table^ as the standard against which the various 
predictions were compared. No smoothing of these was done 
because this would have forced some particular form upon the 
experience* Rather, It was felt that the original pattern, 
*^Supra, p. $6m The full life table may Include some 
smoothed d&ta added for the advanced ages In order to com­
plete the survivor cxirve. 
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no matter how erratic or Illogical* provided the fairest 
standard for the comparison* 
Comparison Bases 
Numerous measures designed to test for closeness or 
goodness of fit were considered. For example* the vertical 
distance between a standard or correct curve and the predicted 
dispersion was noted. However* in some Instances the Iowa 
type curves chosen by a few panel members terminated com­
pletely before the ordlnates of the standsLrd curve reached 25 
per o«it surviving. The appropriateness of any "distance" 
measure beyond the age at which a curve reached absolute zero 
was questioned. 
Similarly* the difference In the ages at which the 
standard and the predicted cuirve reached a certain per cent 
surviving was tried. This amounted to a consideration of the 
horizontal distance between the curves. The difficulty re­
sulting from data which became absolute zero was eliminated 
but the computational problem was Increased somewhat. Since 
the ordlnates of the Iowa type curves are normally recorded 
In life table form at integral Intervals In age or per cent 
of average life* the age at which a particular percentage of 
survivals occurred had to be obtained by interpolation for 
each prediction of mortality dispersion. 
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The total area Included between a plot of the standard 
data and that of the estimated curve also provided a measure 
of the difference in the two dispersions. All segments of 
area were considered to be positive in sign, so that the full 
variation was indicated. This gave a somewhat different com­
parison than that of the total areas imder the curves* since 
a portion of area excluded in one region was not balanced by 
one included elsewhere. 
Any mathematical evaluation of this measure using the 
calculus was made impractical by the complex expressions for 
many of the Iowa type curves. A satisfactory, but laborious, 
alternative was to plot the standard and the estimated dis­
persions and determine the area difference by the use of a 
planimeter. 
Each of the suggested measures posed some computational 
difficulties, but none of the obstacles were Insurmountable. 
However, the question of the interpretation of the results 
remained. In each case it was felt that any specific trends 
indicated would have to be re-evaluated in terras of either 
accxoied or annual depreciation before its full significance 
would become apparent. This necessity suggested the use of 
these two phases of depreciation as the original bases for 
the comparison. Further investigation showed that the 
measures could be computed conveniently from the data which 
were available. 
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Annual aoorual 
It has been noted that the annual accrual under all de­
preciation allocation procedures currently In use Is a func­
tion of the expected service llfe.^ Consequentlyt the 
variation observed in the predictions of service life con­
stitutes a practical measure of each analysis technique's 
Influence upon the yearly depreciation charge. 
The actual determination of average service life ex­
pected vas relatively simple. When the Iowa curves were 
used, this Information was estimated directly from the type 
curve overlay. The standard data and the orthogonal predic­
tions were given In life table form so In these Instances the 
average life was found by nuniberioal Integration,^ or 
Sum of life table terms - -t-
Average service life « ' , 
lOOjt 
i^ere was the per cent surviving at age 
Accrued depreciation 
The balance In the depreciation reserve Is an estimate 
of the depreciated portion of the investment originally made 
for equipment and facilities presently in service. Further, 
its size is a reflection of previous service life estimates, 
^Supra, p. 37-14.3* 
^3upra, p. 10» 
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of the aotual mortality dispersion experlenoeda and of the 
allocation procedure used. 
Any review of depreciation policies normally ift«iudo3 a 
study to determine how well the present reserve balance agrees 
with the sum that Is deemed necessary In ll£^t of present and 
expected retirement experience* The "correct" or adequate 
reserve balance Is dependent upon the predicted mortality 
dispersion as well as the depreciation allocation procedure 
adopted. Thus, even for a given retirement pattern, a wide 
range of computed reserve balances Is possible, depending 
upon the methods used to compute the annual charge. 
Therefore, accrued depreciation does not provide a com­
parison basis as completely acceptable as does the annual 
accrual. In view of the widespread adoption of straight line 
acooxzntlng procedures, however. It was believed that reserve 
requirements based upon that particular method of allocation 
would provide a satisfactory measure* 
If the straight line concepts are assumed, the appro­
priate reserve balance for any age group would be given as 
follows 
Reserve requirement, for property at age x -
>bere d Is the constant stralf^t line depredation rate, or 
Sum of retirements 
during future years 
Sum of future 
average axmual 
balances 
Future 
salvange 
714. 
, Future aalvase 
- Origlroi oobE 
Average life 
1.00 - a 
E 
By letting the original Installation cost of the property at 
age X be represented by P, one can write the reserve require­
ment expression as 
(I^)(P) - (d)(P)(^I^ + + 1^.2 +•••)- (s)(P)(I^) 
t^ere L Is the life table value at age x* Syinbolloally« 
this expression may be further simplified by recognising that 
the summation of the life table values divided by the per 
cent surviving at age x Is the e^qpeotancy* £^« at that age. 
Thus, the calculated depreciated balance for the property at 
any age may be found by multiplying the original installation 
cost X of the property by the factor 
The total reserve x>equlrement for the entire account is sub-
se(;(uently determined by summing the individual balances for 
each age group. 
or. 
Reserve requirement« age x s 
p - [^ ] + i*-x + 1* 
= p [iJ [i -(I) (i 
L J L 
1 ht-2 + • • • 
•) 
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For the purposes of the comparison In this Investigation, 
the expectancy-average service life ratio, vas the only 
element of the above factor considered since It alone was 
affected by a prediction of mortality dispersion. The ex­
pected salvage, as well as the original Installation cost, was 
a constant for any given accoxmt. 
Further, It was felt that a complete summation of 
expectancy-average life ratios for all ages was not needed. 
Instead, a representative sample of three ratios was deter­
mined for each dispersion estimate. The ages at which the 
ratios were computed were arbitrarily chosen by dividing the 
total age range given in the stub data into three intervals 
of equal length. An expectancy-average service life ratio 
was found at the terminal age of each interval. These values 
were then summed to give the comparison modulus for each 
estimate of dispersion.^ 
The determination of the factors for the Iowa type 
fittings was accomplished by referring to published tables 
(15) which gave the e:qpectancy at each age for every Iowa 
curve* In the cases of the standard and the orthogonal 
estimates the expectancies were found by siunmatlon of the 
corresponding life table entries.^ 
*Infra, Appendix D, p. li|.7. 
^Infra, Appendix D. 
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Analysis Procedures 
A review of previously reported work Indicated that the 
principal souroes of variation In dispersion estimates were 
reported as (a) the general mortality pattern encountered, 
(b) the amount of experience available, completeness 
of the life table, and (c) the length of the average service 
life* The analysis of the results from the present Investi­
gation as the original selection of the test curves for this 
study was accomplished with these factors In mind* 
Classification of experimental results for analysis 
The set of 30 test life tables was comprised of data 
representing 15 of the Iowa type curves. Two versions of 
each type were Included. Ubls permitted the grouping of the 
comparison moduli which resulted from the fitting of like 
mortality dispersion. Similarly, the fact that each life 
table was fitted >iien heavily stubbed as well as when lightly 
stubbed suggested the further classification of the results 
according to the amount of data given or the extent of the 
stubbing. The final consideration In the arrangement of the 
data for analysis was that one of the two curves Included for 
each type was a short average life experience and the other 
was a long service life form. 
Thus, 36 estimates of mortality dispersion were developed 
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\uidor eaoh of tha 1$ general mortality patterns* That is* 
eight Iowa type curve fittings and one orthogonal analysis 
were completed for the heavily stubbed version of the short 
service life experience* Uhe same number of dispersion 
estimates were reported for the heavily stubbed, long-lived 
data* Likewise* a comparable number of fittings was accom­
plished for the li^tly stubbed forms of these same data* 
The complete tabulation of the average service lives and the 
expectancy-average service life ratio summations resulting 
from the type curve fittings of the panel as well as the 
orthogonal analyses has been presented in Appendix C of this 
dissertation* 
Test data 
Since it was desired to base the comparison of the 
curve fitting methods upon the agreement attained between the 
predictions of dispersion and the actual mortality patterns* 
the estimated service lives and ratio sunmations were not 
subjected to analysis* Rather* the differences between these 
comparison moduli and the corresponding standeirds for service 
life and ratio summation provided the variation to be studied* 
nius* the final step in the preparation of the data for 
analysis was the determination of these differences for every 
dispersion estimate made on each test life table* The 
development of the test data from the average service life 
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estimates has been illustrated in Table 2. 
The analyses 
The major factor considered in the evaluation of the 
experimental work was the variation in the predictions of 
average service life or of the expectancy-average service 
life ratios about the accepted standard VGJ.ueB. Conse­
quently, an analysis of variance proved to be the most 
appropriate statistical treatment of the results* 
It will be recalled that for any general mortality type 
eight panel members analyzed the heavily stubbed, long life 
curve and the lightly stubbed, short life version. Likewise, 
the remaining ei^t men worked with the lightly stubbed, long 
life data and the heavily stubbed, short life curve. This 
arrangement provided a logical basis upon \^ioh the panel's 
responses could be grouped for the comparisons. 
The test data, the differences between the esti­
mated comparison moduli and the corresponding standards, were 
placed into three separate categories for analysis. A com­
plete classification of these data for the type experience 
is shown in Table 2 and is explained below. 
The first consideration was with regard to fittings of 
the heavily stubbed data. These responses are tabulated in 
the first column under Test Data, Long Life in Group I and 
Short Life in Group II. Similarly, the results from the 
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Table 2. Arrangement of panel*s average life estimates for 
analysis (type data^) 
Life estimates Test data 
Panel Panel years years 
group mentoer Heavily Lightly Heavily Lightly Stubbing 
stubbed, stubbed* stubbed* stubbed, effect, 
long short long short long 
life life life life life 
1 3k Z2 1 - 2  3  
2 33 22 0 -2 2 
3  3 k  2 2  1 - 2  3  
3$ 22 2 -2 3 
3k 2 2  1 - 2  2  
6 33 22 0 -2 3 
36 22 3 -2 3 
27 22 -6 -2 -6 
Short Long Short Long Short 
life life life life life 
I 
9 21 31 -3 -2 -1 
10 16 31 -o -2 -6 
11 16 31 -8 -2 -6 
II 12 17 32 -7 -1 
13 16 32 -8 -1 -6 
llv 1$ 30 -9 -3 -7 
15 16 33 -8 0 -6 
16 16 33 -8 0 -6 
a Standards: long life, 33 years; short life, 2k years. 
li^tly stubbed fittings were sxunxnarized as in the second 
column under Test Data and analyzed. Finally, the data were 
arranged to consider the effect of stubbing upon the esti­
mates. This step was accomplished by noting the differences 
in the estimates resulting from the fittings of the heavily 
and lightly stubbed versions of any curve. That is, the 
first entry under the heading, "Stubbing effect, long life". 
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was found by subtracting panol member No. 9*8 estimate of 31 
years for the long-lived data from member No. l*s estimate 
of 3k years. Likewise, the estimate of panel member 
No. 10 was subtracted from No. 2*s 33~y0&X' prediction to get 
the second entry In the column, and so on, the estimate from 
the lightly stubbed data always being subtracted from that of 
the heavily stubbed version. A similar set of subtractions 
gave the values In Oroup II for the ^ort-llved e3q>erlence. 
The corresponding expectancy-average service life ratio 
summations resulting from these same estimates of dispersion 
were similarly classified. Thus, two sepea*ate analyses of 
variance were accomplished for each of the threo classifica­
tions Just described. The pertinent mean s<^are values and 
the corresponding degrees of freedom determined In the 
analyses of the test data appear In Appendix E. 
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DISCUSSION OP RSSUUTS 
The objectives of this Investigation could be classified 
Into two general categories. They would bet first» a com­
parison of the Iowa type curve and the orthogonal polynomial 
methods of fitting Industrial retirement experience^ and* 
second, an evaluation of some of the characteristics likely 
to be inherent in the Iowa type curve method. As such this 
classification provides the logical topic headings for the 
following discussion of experimental i^esults. 
Iowa Type Cux*ves and Orthogonal Polynomials 
Coniparisons of the two methods were made with respect to 
the general mortality dispersion considered and to the amount 
of stubbing. Eight responses based upon Iowa type curve 
fittings were reported for each of the two heavily stubbed 
curves classified under every mortality type. Likewise^ each 
of these sets of heavily stubbed data was fitted with 
orthogonal polynomials. Thus» the analysis of variance was 
performed upon the test data from 16 panel responses and fx^ 
two ortiiogonal fittings. Similar data were obtained for the 
ll^tly stubbed curves. The results obtained from each of 
these analyses for the 1$ general mortality patterns are 
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summarized In Table 3* 
Teats for statistical significance were based upon the 
variance ratio, that Is the ratio of the mean square values 
found from results reported for each curve fitting method. A 
$ per cent level of significance was used with two degrees of 
freedom for the orthogonal mean square and 16 for the Iowa 
method. The value of the F distribution for these conditions 
was obtained from tables prepared by Pearson and Hartley 
(35). 
An Inspection of the significant findings reported for 
either basis of comparison reveals that no consistent 
superiority Is enjoyed by either curve fitting approach. The 
number of better fits by the orthogonals for the L-type 
cxirves and the prevalence of better Iowa fits for the H-type 
curves suggest some advantage may have been held by a method 
for particular classes of dispersion types. This possibility 
Is explored further below. 
L-type 
Pour significantly better estimates of dispersion were 
Indicated for the L-type curves* All occurred on the heavily 
stubbed version of the data and three of the four tests were 
measured by the expectancy-average service life ratio com­
parison base. This Information Indicates that with either 
heavy or light stubbing both methods produced comparable 
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Table 3* Indloations of significantly better estimates of 
mortality dispersion developed with the Iowa type 
curve method or orthogonal polynomial analyses 
General 
mortality 
type 
Method glvlm significantly better estimate 
Average service life Expectancy-average 
Heavily 
stubbed 
Ll^tly 
stubbed 
3ervlce life summation 
Heavily 
stubbed 
Lightly 
stubbed 
h 
HI 
"3 
Kl, 
Orthogonal 
Iowa 
Iowa 
Iowa 
lowa 
Orthogonal 
Orthogonal 
Orthogonal 
Orthogonal 
Orthogonal 
Iowa 
Iowa 
Iowa Iowa 
°3 Orthogonal 
estimates of total service* that Is, the total area Included 
tmder the survivor curve. However» because of the nature of 
the expectancy-average service life ratios* It appears that 
under certain conditions the orthogonal polynomial analysis 
may describe a mortality pattern which Is In closer agreement 
with tiie standard data throu£^out the entire length of the 
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ourve. 
An examination of the speolfio ejtperlenoe fitted shows 
that the conditions imder which the orthogonal approach 
proved to be superior were related to the marked departure 
of the retirement data from those of the left-noded Iowa 
types* For example* life table No. 27* the short life ex­
perience of the Lq classification, seemed to cause the panel 
much more difficulty than No. 10, the other experience. 
The plot of the former life table has been described as de­
parting considerably from any Iowa type by "tailing ovtt" at 
advanced ages and approaching the axis almost asymptotically 
as do the so-called J- or 0-type curves.^ iince the standard 
for the comparison was computed on the basis of the complete 
table, it would be impossible for any choice of Iowa type to 
give very close agreement. 
further, the heavily stubbed version of No. 27 gave 
little or no indication of "tailing" nor did it show pro­
nounced Iq characteristics. This latter factor becomes par­
ticularly apparent by noting only one of the eight panel 
members who fitted this stub selected an Lq classification. 
Six men chose Sq and one and all underestimated the 
average life* However, for the longer or lightly stubbed 
ctirve the test data was extended on from 70 per cent 
^Supra, p. 57» 
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surviving, the terminal point of the short stub, to l}.5 per 
cent surviving. Fitting the data under these conditions, 
the remaining panel members to a man ohose L^, 22 average 
life curves* 
On the other hand, one of the oharaoterlsties noted of 
experience predicted by an orthogonal polynomial analysis is 
delayed retirement at advanced ages. This In turn produces a 
survivor curve that tends to "tall out". Actually, life 
table values approach absolute sero per cent sxirvlvlng 
asymptotically In this method because of the basic form of 
the e^cpresslon governing the retirements. That is, the per­
centage siirvivlng, y, at any age, X, is defined by orthogonal 
polynomials as 
y = 
Where f(x) Is a polynomial In terms of age. It is apparent 
from this equation that y cannot become zero until f(x) be­
comes infinitely large. 
If f(x} is of the second degree, the effect of delayed 
retirement is, generally, not too noticeable because the per­
cent surviving figures fall to values which can be assiuaed to 
be sero at relatively early ages. Third degree expressions 
bring about this condition even sooner, of course. However, 
the I^ type curves normally are fitted best by a polynomial 
of the first degree. In these instances the rate of retirement 
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does not Increase as rapidly with age as do those of a higher 
order, and, hence, the older units remain In service somewhat 
longer• 
A similar situation was encountered for the curves. 
The data for both life tables indicated delayed early retire­
ments some^^at beyond those expected for an L curve. Yet, 
over-all, each experience agreed fairly well with this general 
type curve. The heavily stubbed versions of these data sug­
gested hi^ modal S or R type curves because of the lack of 
any early retirements. Only five of the 16 choices indicated 
for the heavily stubbed versions of these life tables were 
even L- types and they were all L^. All service life estimates 
were underestimated as well. 
The lack of early retirements caused the orthogonal 
analysis to develop data which missed the standard as well 
but the "tailing" characteristic brought them much closer to 
the correct version at the more advanced ages than those 
selected by any panel member* 
A pronoiinced departure from a trend established by the 
data as a whole also entered into the difficulties encountered 
by the panel on the curves. The experience presented in 
life table No. 21 was unusual in that it indicated a con­
siderable number of early retirements. This early behavior 
was followed by an extremely retarded retirenent rate which 
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produced a plateau on the survivor curve and« finally* a 
gradually increasing rate such as Is normally found in the 
Ir>types. The heavily stubbed version was terminated near 
the end of the plateau* thus producing a so-called J or 
hyperbollcally shaped plot ending at about 77 pez* cent sur­
viving. This form is completely foreign to any of the Iowa 
types* Three of the panel meidsers who were asked to fit this 
curve declined at first and the remaining men ej^ressed 
doubts as to the propriety of using the Iowa method. IDie 
only way a fit could be made was to ignore the early re­
tirements. This obviously produced overestimates in all 
cases. 
A third degree retirement rate ec^uation developed by 
orthogonal polynomials defined esq^erience which agreed quite 
well with this particular cuznre shape. The versatility ex­
hibited by the method in fitting these data represents a 
distinct advantage over the Iowa method. 
In the case of these data as well as those previously 
discussed the lightly stubbed versions indicated sufficient 
L-type characteristics to allow the panel to make considerably 
better estimates. In general, these longer stubs terminated 
in the range of UO to $0 per cent survivihg. 
Both curve fitting methods proved to be somewhat less 
effective with the R-type data than they were with the left-
moded curves. It appears that this was due principally to 
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the contrasting retirement rates present in experience of 
this type. Characteristically, few retirements are noted 
imtil beyond the mean age. This period of relative inactivity 
is followed by one of very rapid removal of property from 
service which causes the survivor curve to drop almost ver­
tically and to terminate with little or no tail. 
The retirement rates over the first period decrease and 
those present in the second interval increase as the type 
designation passes from to R^. This is of particular 
interest in the interpretation of the results reported for 
these data. Of the eight significantly better estimates 
indicated for this general mortality type, six were made by 
the panel and all of these occurred on the lower modal types« 
i.e.f R^^t R2» and H^. In these instances, a sufficient num­
ber of retirements were realized over the early years to 
establish a trend characteristic of a long-lived property 
having a relatively small retirement rake throughout the 
entire life span. This is essentially the mortality exper­
ience predicted by the orthogonal polynomial analysis in each 
case. Thus, the tendency to describe experience vrtiich "tailed 
out" and, hence, which agreed well with L-type experience, 
proved to be tindesirable for some of the ri^t-moded data. 
In most all cases, this method of analysis overestimated both 
comparison moduli because of the failure to predict the rapid 
retirement rates in the later years. 
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These same curve charaoterlsties were, no doubt* also 
responsible for the Increased variation In the estimates re­
ported by the panel for the rlght-moded experience over the 
Ir-typea.^ However* the established form of the standard 
curves prevented the extreme errors noted In the orthogonal 
analyses. 
In the higher moded curves* and the In­
fluence of early retirements diminishes* Instead* the prin­
cipal trait Is the manner In which the retirement rate begins 
to Increase rapidly from essentially zero at about the mean 
age* Under these conditions the orthogonal estimates showed 
some Improvement because even the heavily stubbed data Indi­
cated to a certain extent the sharply increasing rate* If 
this retirement rate trend was well established In the stub 
data* the orthogonal analysis approximated rlgiht-moded types 
quite well. Moreover* the continually Increasing rates 
effectively lessened the tendency for the estimated data to 
"tall out". 
It Is not certain Aether the curve type alone was 
responsible for the significantly better estimates which the 
orthogonal analyses showed over the Iowa method on the and 
the data. The terminal point on the ll^tly stubbed 
curve of life table No* 1|6 (the short-lived R|^ ejq;>erlence) 
*Infra* p* 99. 
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was at 33»32 per oent surviving and in the right margin of 
the page* sli^tly beyond the grid lines. The preceding point 
was plotted at 69*71 per oent. The extremely good estimates 
reported by some of the panel members for this stub ourve and 
the relatively high values chosen by the others suggest the 
possibility that the latter group did not notice the last 
point because of its location. However, it is equally pos­
sible that those men chose to ignore the single low value be­
cause it was so far removed from the trend established by the 
remaining data. 
The results from the lightly stubbed data were par­
ticularly interesting because both methods did very well. 
However« the estimates based upon the orthogonal polynomial 
analyses agreed exactly with the average life standards for 
both life tables. A deviation of one year in an estimate of 
average life from any one of the 16 panel members would be 
enou^ to cause the mathematical analyses to ba significantly 
better. Actually, the panel did about as well as could be 
expected since eig^t men produced correct estimates, seven 
missed the standard by only one year, and the final member 
missed by eight years. 
Contrary to the results observed for the left- and ri^t-
moded types, little difference was noted in the estimates 
made by either method on the symmetrically shaped curves. No 
type characteristic >Aiich might cause a particular analysis 
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approach difficulty was observed. 
Three significantly better estimates were reported for 
the S-type curves. Two were accorded to the Iowa method and 
one to an orthogonal analysis. For the Sq experience the 
panel produced the better results principally because of the 
difficulty encountered by the orthogonal polynomial analysis 
of life table No. i(.3. An inspection of the lightly stubbed 
version of these data showed that the retirement rates in­
creased in size slowly but almost uniformly over tile time in-
teirval involved. As a result* the rates were fitted with a 
straif^t line expression having a gentle slope. Ibus, the 
extrapolated rate values did not increase in size rapidly 
enouc^ to cause the estimated life experience to terminate as 
did the standard data. Instead* the characteristic tail 
developed at the advanced ages and quite high estimates of 
the average life and the expectancy-average service life 
resulted. 
The orthogonal analyses of the heavily stubbed 
curves were very good. These data were again higlher moded 
plus the fact that the stubs were sufficiently long to indi­
cate a few of the fairly large retirement ratios. The total 
effect of these factors indicated a curvilinear expression 
for the retirement ratios and thus* the rates extrapolated 
for tlie advanced age intervals were large enou^ to minimise 
the "tailing". 
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The few high retirement rates which seemed to aid the 
mathematical analysis of the short stub proved to be mis­
leading to the peoiel. Actually, the stub for the long-lived 
data in particular had very pronounced right-modal character­
istics. Six of the eight men who analyzed the data chose a 
type curve. However, the trend of high retirement rates 
was not continued beyond the short stub. Instead, the over­
all experience tended to agree quite well with the mor­
tality pattern. This shift in the trend of the retirement 
rates was sufficiently noticeable in the lightly stubbed ver­
sion to make the correct form more apparent to the panel. It 
is interesting to note that the orthogonal axialysis of these 
ssme li^tly stubbed data produced a poorer estimate than was 
reported for the heavily stubbed data. This difference was 
probably due to the changing trend in retirement rates noted 
above. 
To summarize* on the basis of a comparison of estimated 
annual and accrued depreciation, little evidence was shown to 
support the conclusion that either method of retirement 
analysis was consistently better than the other. However, a 
fairly good indication of the possibility that some dif­
ferences existed with respect to general mortality type or to 
particular situations was observed. That is, the Iowa method 
panel encountered some difficulty in recognizing the correct 
trends for the left-moded, heavily stubbed data, particularly 
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those in Which the retirement rates did not increase very 
rapidly. Estimated experience based upon an orthogonal 
polynomial analysis^ hovever* agreed fairly well with the 
standard under these conditions* Likewise, the orthogonal 
approach fairly consistently overestimated the comparison 
moduli for the right-moded data. While the panel's estimates 
were generally hi^ as well for these data* they tended to be 
somei^at closer to the standards, at least in the case of the 
lower modal curves* 
Some difficulty was experienced by the panel in matching 
data which departed considerably from the forms established 
in tile standard curves* In some instances, experience 
which "tailed out" or bimodal data, the orthogonal analysis 
was seen to be more versatile than the Iowa method in handling 
the data* On the other hand, the principal difficulty noted 
in the use of the orthogonals, excluding the extensive calcu­
lations necessary to arrive at an estimate, was the tendency 
to describe e3q}erience in which retirement at the advanced 
ages was delayed unusually long* This occurred primarily on 
the low modal curves* 
The results taken as a whole do not tend to confirm the 
opinion expressed in the 19l;3 report of the National Associa­
tion of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners that in the 
analysis of stub data extending to approximately $0 per cent 
surviving, the Iowa method would yield "fairly reasonable 
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estimates" of average life but that it would be "less satis­
factory for accrued depreciation" (32).® Only seven of 60 
teats conducted indicated that the orthogonal polynomial 
analysis produced a significantly better estimate than the 
Iowa method* Of these seven* only three were measured by 
accrued depreciation and all were based upon heavily stubbed 
life tables* terminal points at roughly 70 per cent 
surviving. 
^Sie Iowa method was likewise credited with three sig­
nificantly better accrued depreciation estimates but two of 
these were from analyses of lightly stubbed data which ex­
tended to the vicinity of $0 per cent surviving* It seems 
reasonable to conclude from this that generally little dif­
ference exists between the estimates prepared by either 
method for annual or accrued depreciation. 
A corollary to the above conclusion is that on the 
basis of the indications noted in the present investigation 
the analysis of retirement ratios rather than life table data 
produces no consistent significant difference in estimates of 
mortality dispersion or depreciation requirwnents. Instead, 
it appears that the spsoific instances in which the orthogonal 
polynomial analyses gave better results generally resulted 
from the mathematical nature of the approach. That is* the 
*Supra« p. 51* 
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features which tended to produce "tailed out" life experience 
or which permitted the fitting of blmodal data were 
characteristics of the mathematical expressions derived 
rather than original form of the data analysed. Ilbe de­
sirability of the mathematical i^proach could be further 
determined by comparing the results obtained In this study 
with tile estimates for the same data based upon analyses by 
the Qompertz ec[uatlon» for exan^le* or the Gk>mpertz-Makehan 
approach of the Bell System. 
The Iowa Type Curves 
Since each of the 60 stub cuxrres was an8J.yzed by eight 
panel members, considerable Information was available for 
fxarther study with regard to possible characteristics In­
herent In the use of the Iowa method* The tendencies Investi­
gated were limited to error and bias under various conditions 
of mortality dispersion, stubbing, and length of average 
service life. Each Indication of Influence was examined 
statistically on the basis of the appropriate variance ratio 
or t test. A 1 per cent level of significance was adopted 
for these comparisons and the corresponding values of P and t 
were taken from the work of Pearson and Hartley (35)* 
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Error 
Two indications of the extent of error present in the 
panel's estimates were determined. The first considered the 
general mortality patterns in which the error noted in the 
estimates for the lightly stubbed data was significantly less 
than observed in those made on the heavily stubbed curves. 
These tests were accomplished using the variance ratio of the 
within group mean square for the heavily stubbed data to 
within group mean square for the lightly stubbed versions. 
The results of these comparisons have been presented in 
Table Ij.. 
The second determination attempted to quantify the 
amount of error or the extent of agreement achieved by the 
panel on the long and short stub curves. Since a relative 
measure of the variation was desired* the s tandard deviation 
of the heavily stubbed average life estimates as given by the 
Square root of the within mean square value was divided by 
the average of the two corresponding standard average life 
values. Similar computations were completed for the other 
test data categories. This ratio approximated a coefficient 
of variation in that the smaller the value* the less the 
relative error or variation Indicated. Values for the ratios 
as determined under each mortality type have been given in 
Table !{.• 
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Table I4.. Mortality types showing significant difference in 
error present In panel's estimates for heavily and 
lightly stubbed data 
Comparison base 
Average life 
Sb^ectanoy-average service life 
sunnatlon 
Mortality types 
L^, 
'o- "l- '3 
An inspection of these results reveals that the extent 
of stubbing significantly Influenced the amount of error ob­
served in the panel's estimates of left-moded data. Ifore-
over, little or no Influence was noted in the fittings re­
ported for the right- and symtoetrically-moded curves. 
These contrasting indications can be traced principally 
to differences in the longer stubs. That la, the short 
stubs of most types did not decisively show specific mor­
tality dharacteristies. IQie possible exceptions to this ob­
servation may have been the long-lived« hic^er modal R-types. 
Because of the indecisive trends represented in the stubs 
different type curve and average life choices could be 
selected for each set of data. However^ the lightly stubbed^ 
left<-moded curves were fairly well defined. The relatively 
high early retirement rates had caused the survivor cuznres to 
indicate mortality trends Which were hard to confuse. Conse­
quently, the panel's selections were much more uniform for 
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these data* 
With the possible exception of the hl^-moded R ourves* 
the longer stubs for the rl^t- and synmetrlcally-xnoded data 
did not ^ow the same relative Improvement In definition* 
Thus« the variation In the panel*s estimates remained 
essentially the same for either the short or long stubs. 
The consideration of the error present would not be com­
plete without noting the quantitative relationships shown In 
Table 5* It Is apparent from these data that while a sig­
nificant difference was found in the error of the estimates 
reported for the left-moded« lightly stubbed curves over 
those for the heavily stubbed experience* someiriiat better 
over-all agreement was found among the panel*s choices for 
this general mortality pattern than for either rlght-moded or 
the symmetrical types* As mi^^t be ejqpected the greatest 
error occurred in the fittings of the R-type curves while the 
results from the symmetrical estimates Indicated a level of 
variation someviiere between the other two general types* 
These tendencies were again most likely due to the better 
curve definition in the L-types* Leftnnoded data tends to 
exhibit relatively higih retirement rates during the early 
years* Thus* it is generally found that an L-type survivor 
curve will cjaickly fall from the radix of 100 per cent sur­
viving. This is q[ulte a distinctive characteristic* 
particularly for the lower modal types* and it* therefore* 
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Table $, Variation coefficients indicated for panel's 
estimates 
General Coefficient of varlatlon« per cent 
mortality 
type 
Average service 
life 
Expectancy-average service 
life summation 
Heavily 
stubbed 
Li^tly 
stubbed 
Heavily 
stubbed 
Lightly 
stubbed 
8.1 2.6 6.6 2.5 
7.9 3.9 9.5 i{..6 
^2 1^.3 4.6 1^.9 8.1; 
32.6 I+.5 26.8 10.3 
38.2 9.2 7.8 16.3 
Ri i8.lt. 10.7 11.0 16.3 
18.5 ll.i4. 12.2 16.5 
15.1 29.3 10.3 13.3 
12.1 15.0 13.1 23.3 
60.4 8.8 18.7 16.7 
So 13.5 8.6 11.9 12.5 
Si 8.3 7.2 U.5 9.0 
S2 10.7 6.6 16.3 10.8 
S3 19.9 6.8 10.2 11.8 
h 9.2 8.2 7.8 114.. 8 
tends to minimize the doubt as to the retirement trend 
established. ^nils» however, does not mean that the indicated 
trend will be correct or that it will continue. The contrary 
has been fairly well illustrated in the results from the 
comparison of the Iowa method and the orthogonal polynomials 
as well as in those discussed below under bias* But the fact 
that a definite trend is established fairly early improves 
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the possibility of aKreoraent among analysts considerably. 
Over-all, the other general mortsdlty types have dis­
criminating traits as well but, xmlike those of the L-types, 
these features are not as pronotmced in the early years. 
Hence, there is a possibility that analysts will differ in 
what tendencies they recognize in a stub particularly if the 
data do not extend somewhat beyond $0 per cent of the radix. 
It is not possible to compare the results of these tests 
for error with those originally reported by Winfrey (IfQt P* 
88-89) because the method of procedure as well as analysis 
was different. However, the data from the present investi­
gation tend to support his conclusion that the amount of 
error decreases as the stub increases, at least for left-
moded experience. Further, an examination of his results re­
vealed that, in general, less variation was noted in the 
fittings made on the left modal data than on the other two 
general types, Ihe same tendency was observed in the 
findings reported in this dissertation. 
Bias 
An interesting set of results was obtained from an 
analysis performed to determine whether the group of eight 
fittings reported for any particular stub represented a sys­
tematic bias* The algebraic sura of the deviations determined 
from the standard for each comparison base was tested to see 
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If It differed significantly from zero* That la. If every 
panel member selected the proper average life and type curve, 
the difference between the standard and the comparison 
modulus for each fitting would be zero and, hence, so v^ould 
be the sum of the deviations. The significant findings re­
sulting from those determinations have been summarized In 
Table 6. 
It Is apparent from an Inspection of these results that 
with one exception every Indication of systematic bias for 
the left-moded data was negative, that Is, due to under­
estimation. The exception occurred for the long-lived ex­
perience. As noted previously, this life table was blmodal, 
having a very high numoer of early retirements as well as an 
equally hlg?! rate of retlranent over a later time Interval. 
Since the resulting survivor curve was completely foreign to 
all the Iowa type curves, a close fit from the panel was not 
possible. Any selection of a type curve had to be accomplished 
by essentially Ignoring the eco'ly retirements. 
It Is apparent that for any group of survivor curves 
vhlch contains a consistently larger number of blmodal ex­
periences the Iowa type curve method may not produce as 
satisfactory results as were observed In this Investigation. 
liAille It Is believed the original life tables used In the 
present study were quite representative, the difficulty en-
ooiutered by the panel with the blmodal data would indicate 
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Table 6. Indications of syBteinatic bias in panel's estimates 
General aim of hinw 
mortality Average service Expeotanoy'-average service 
type life life summations 
He avi iy Lightly Heavily Lightly 
stubbed stubbed stubbed stubbed 
Long life data 
0  .  G O  
Ll - - - -
L2 . - - -
0 - 0 0 
+ + + + 
'It 
+  0  + 0  
Rg + + + + 
R ^  + 0  +  +  
R^^ + 0 +0 
R r '  +  0  G O  
S q -  G  g o  
- + GO 
Sg + G GO 
0 + G -
S,. • + + G 
Short life data 
L q - - - -
L^ - - 0 -
G G G -
GO . G 
R^ G G GO 
^Symbols: G — no systematic bias; - — underestimated; 
+ — overestimated. 
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Table 6, (Continued) 
General Sign of systematic bias found 
mortality Average service Expectancy-average service 
type life life summations 
Heavily Lightly Heavily Lightly 
stubbed stubbed stubbed stubbed 
R2 0 0 - 0 
R3 •f 0 + 
0 + 0 + 
4 
0 0 + 0 
SQ 0 0 0 0 
31 0 0 - 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 + 
< 0 0 0 
that a survey to determine the occurrence frequency of these 
special forms would be In order. Moreover> If the results 
Indicated the need^ perhaps additional standard type curves 
could be developed to analyze these data. 
The tendency of the panel as a group to estimate low was 
likely due to two principal factors. They were^ first* the 
difficulty experienced by the members In recognizing left-
modal characteristics in some of the short stubs* and* 
second* the prevalence of standard data which "tailed out" at 
advanced ages. The latter factor* In particular* suggests 
that a study might be conducted to determine whether the 
left-modal Iowa curves* as they are now defined* might 
10i| 
termlxiate too quickly* 
The problem presented by the need for smaller retirement 
rates at advanced ages may be minimized for the loijer modal 
curves When the work of Couch becomes available (12). He has 
classified a number of the so-called J-shaped curves into an 
0-type i^ich will supplement the present Iowa type curve set* 
The two predominate characteristics of these particular data 
are« first* a high nunber of early retirements and^ second, 
delayed retirements during the later years. The maximum 
slope of the survivor cxirve occurs at the origin, thus, the 
designation, 0-type. 
In contrast to ^ at occurred for the left-moded exper-> 
ience, every indication of systematic bias for the rig^t-
moded was positive except for a single instance. It appears 
that the primary cause for this group tendency to overesti­
mate was the difficulty in determining from the stub data the 
age at which the characterlstloally large increase in re­
tirement rate would occur. 
Not only were fewer indications of a systematic bias 
noted in the data reported for the symmetrical curves than 
for the other types but also the biases observed were fairly 
evenly distributed between the positive and negative tenden­
cies. Thus, no specific conclusions with regard to the 
general mortality type were indicated. 
Ptirtiier analyses were run to determine whether a 
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slgnlfloantly different bias was present in the fittings of 
short-lived experience than in those reported for long-lived 
data. This was done in an effort to learn more concerning 
the nature and cause of the biases found in the pemel's work. 
Two separate tests v;ere needed for this particular study be­
cause of the method chosen to group the experimental data. 
One involved the biases in long- and short-lived experiences 
under heavy stubbing conditions and the other for the lightly 
stubbed versions of these same data. 
For both analyses the estimate of statistical signifi­
cance was based upon the variance ratio of the between group 
mean scfiare to the within group mean S(^are. The findings 
from these tests are presented in Table 7* 
As migiht be expected some indication of significantly 
different biases in the long- and short-lived fittings were 
shown* althou^ the data were not altogether conclusive. 
That is« the means of the estimates for the short-lived^ 
heavily stubbed curves generally tended to fall closer to tiie 
correct values than those of the long-lived properties* but 
only a few significantly so as seen from Table 7* Further, 
in some cases (I^ and this arrsngement of the means with 
respect to the standard was reversed emd the mean of the 
estimates based upon short-lived properties was shown to be 
significantly more biased. However* these particular occur­
rences were due* normally* to a considerable departure of the 
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Table ?• Mortality types for vtoioh significantly different 
biases vrere noted in panel*s estimates of long-
and short-lived data 
Comparison base Mortality types 
Average life* heavy stubbing h}' «V ®o' 
Average life» light stubbing b- V V 
Expectancy-average service 
life summation, heavy 
stubbing Lj. V ^2* V «s* So 
Expectancy-average service 
life summation, light 
stubbing h.' h- 1^2* 
short-lived standard data from the lova type experience. 
This condition has been discussed previously. 
An exception of considerably more interest was found for 
the experience. It will be recalled that the short-lived 
versions of three generalized mortality typos» S2« and 
tile were synthesized from the corresponding long-lived 
life tables by plotting the data to a reduced scale.^ Of the 
six ooiaparisons made on the estimates for these particular 
data only one* the heavily stubbed, short-lived curve» 
showed the biases in the fittings of the two versions to be 
significantly different. However* the long-lived data was 
*3upra» p. 
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biased less than the shorter* synthesized ejqperience. An In­
spection of the longer-lived data Indicated that they oon-
fonned very closely to the general rlght-moded pattern while 
the other version lost many of the original chai>acterlstlcs 
In the heavily stubbed re-plotting* Thus, this set of syn­
thesized data appeared to be fitted equally well by L-* R-, 
or S-type curves* all of >^loh indicated about the same 
average life but described some^at different mortality dis­
persions* 
In general* a situation similar to that described for 
the heavily stubbed curves was found for the lightly stubbed 
data except that even fewer instances of significance were 
discovered* Thus* while the panel*s estimates for the short­
lived data appeeired to be less biased than the longer-lived 
experiences vuider heavy stubbing* this tendency was reduced 
slightly when the stub curves were extended to the lightly 
stubbed form. 
The results from the tests Just described indirectly 
suggested that the extent of stubbing present in the data may 
have an effect on the bias present in the panel's choices but 
that it may not be as great as would normally be expected* 
Unfortunately* no conqpletely satisfactory tests for the bias 
resulting from stubbing could be devised from the experimental 
data. It was felt that it would not be appropriate to submit 
stub curves of different lengths from a common life table to 
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the same panel member because of the possibility of data 
recognition. Nevertheless* some indication of the effect of 
stubbing was deemed to be desirable. Therefore, an analysis 
of the results was specified Which compared the fittings made 
on the heavily stubbed version of an e;7^erience with those 
for the lightly stubbed form. It should be recalled, however, 
that one group of eight panel members fitted, for example, 
the former version of the data vAiile the other eight worked 
with the latter. This analysis approach, admittedly, has a 
doubtful element present since it measures any difference in 
the results on the basis of the work of two different groups 
of panel members. It is believed, however, that this par­
ticular feature did not influence the results to a great 
extent• 
The mechanics of these tests for any mortality type in­
volved conqiaring the variance ratio of the correction for the 
mean to the within mean scjuare based upon both the long- and 
short-lived data. The correction had one degree of freedom 
v^ile the over-all term had llj,. Significant findings have 
been presented in Table 8. 
Surprisingly few indications of a significant effect due 
to the extent of stubbing were shown. If any relationships 
existed between the amount of stubbing and mortality type, 
they were not indicated by these particular tests* In each 
of the curve types listed in Table 8 the differences in tbe 
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Table 8. Mortality types for which the panel's estimates 
were affected significantly by the amoixnt of 
stubbing 
Comparison base Mortality type 
Average life L^, 
Expectancy-average service life 
suznaatlon 
results appeared to be due principally to better defined 
mortality diaracterlstlcs* l.*S.*f smoother data* In the 
longer stubs. 
In retrospect It Is believed that the ancLlyses to show 
the relationships of biases to average age or stubbing under 
various mortality dispersions were not completely satisfac­
tory. That ls« frecjuently It appeared that any Indication 
of a trend was substantially dampened by the fittings re­
ported for one of the curves or even a single stub under a 
general curve type. Almost Invariably this occurred In 
cases vliere the exceptional curve either departed considerably 
from an Iowa type or It differed someii^at from the other ex­
perience In the extent as well as the clearness of mortality 
chcu^acterlstlcs shown by the data. 
This condition existed because the original retirement 
experience was selected with the basic purpose of this In­
vestigation In mind, that ls« to compare the Iowa type ciurve 
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method with the use of orthogonal polynomials. No particular 
consideration was given to the relative traits, smooth­
ness of the data, of curves selected for each type* uather, 
it was desired to obtain a fairly wide range of conditions so 
that each method would receive a thorou£^ test* 
It is felt, therefore, that a subsequent study performed 
with data selected to minimize the difficulties Just discussed 
would be desirable. A suggested procedure might be to utilize 
a panel of engineers once more and have this group fit data 
for which the various versions of average life and stub length 
under any mortality type would all be synthesized from a 
single life table much in the same manner used for the Sg# 
S^, and the e^cperiences in the present investigation. It 
is further suggested that the entire set of curves not be 
submitted to the panel at one time. If the test data would 
be divided into three or foiir groups and only one set fitted 
at any one time, it is felt that stubs of different lengths 
but from the same retirement experience could be included in 
the test without much chance of data recognition. 
The information to be gained from a study such as the 
one Just described would tend to supplement evidence pre­
sented in this dissertation. It would either oonfizro the in­
dications noted herein that the amoiint of stubbing or the 
length of average service life fails to significantly in­
fluence the bias of mortality estimates or it would provide 
Ill 
additional Insight into the nature of the relationships 
present. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The analyses of the mortality dispersion estimates re­
ported in this dissertation disclosed a number of significant 
indications* the most pertinent and valid of which are sum­
marized below in the form of specific findings or general 
conclusions t 
1. Ifrider the conditions adopted, the stipulations 
for the analysis of the retirement data, the standards 
assumed, and the comparison bases used, no consistent 
superiority was enjoyed by either the Iowa type curve method 
or the use of orthogonal polynomials in estimating mortality 
dispersion. 
2. Based upon the over-all results of this limited 
study as indicated above no consistent significant difference 
in results appears to be attained in baaing dispersion esti­
mates on the analysis of retirement ratios as opposed to the 
use of life table data. 
3. The method of orthogonal polynomials showed some ad­
vantage in handling experience that could be termed abnormal 
on the basis of the standard Iowa types, bimodal data, 
or a low rate of increase in the size of the retirement 
ratios at advanced ages* nxis indication was particularly 
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noticeable under the extreme stubbing In case of the accrued 
depreciation comparison base. 
I).. The Iowa type curve method tended to produce better 
estimates of dispersion for the lower modal R' and S-type 
experiences than did the orthogonal polynomlala because of 
the latter method's failure to predict the relatively rapid 
termination of experience which Is characteristic of these 
typeSf particularly the rl^t-moded data* 
$m The smount of evrov present In the panel's estimates 
of left-moded data was. In most Instances* significantly re­
duced as the length of the stub curve was Increased. No 
general trend of this type was observed In the panel's esti­
mates for the other two basic mortality patterns. 
6. The agreement attained by panel members In their 
analyses of a particular experience was greatest In the ease 
of the left-moded data and least for the rlght-moded curves. 
7. With one exception all Indications of systematic 
bias In the panel's estimates of left-moded experience were 
negative* jL*e^«« due to underestimation. 
8* With one exception all Indications of systematic 
bias In the panel's estimates of rl^t-moded experience were 
positive* A-e,** due to overestimation. 
9. No indication of consistent significant effect upon 
the bias of the estimates could be found due to the length of 
average service life encoimterad. 
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10. The Inoldenoe of algnlfloant effects due to stubbing 
In the bias of the panel's estimates was considerably less 
than would normally be esqpected. 
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122 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago 3» Illinois 
8. Mr. James F. Haley, Senior Utilities Engineer 
Publlo Utilities Commission, State of California 
California State B\xilding 
San Francisco 2, California 
9* Col. Jean C. Henqpstead, Department of Mathematics 
United States Air Force Academy 
Lowry Air Force Base 
Denver, Colorado 
10. Ifr* Russell L. Howard 
The Phillips Petroleum Company 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
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11. Mr. Winn Jones* Depreciation Engineer 
Ooluinibia Oas System Service Corporation 
120 East 4l8t Street 
New York 17* New York 
12* Mr. Con L. Lindholm« Property Records Supervisor 
Iowa-Illinois Oas and Electric Company 
Davenpox^t Iowa 
13* Mr. James P. NcKean 
American Appraisal Conqpany 
525 East Michigan Street 
Milwavikee 1, Wisconsin 
ll^ .. Dr. J. P. Mills» Associate Professor 
Industrial Engineering Department 
Iowa State College 
Amesf Iowa 
!$• Mr. Henry R. Paterick 
Bureau of Public Roads 
United States Department of Commerce 
Washington, D. C« 
16« Mr. Robley Winfrey, Chief of Personnel and Training 
Bureau of Public Roads 
Iteited States Depaz^ment of Commerce 
Washington, D« C. 
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General Information and Instrvictions Concerning th9 Stub Curves 
The thirty stub curves which have been included in this envelope have 
been selected from approximately fifty complete, annual rate survivor curves. 
The data represented are mainly from electric and gas utility accounts. 
Brief descriptions of the properties involved have been included so that 
panel members may have some further bases upon which to exercise their 
judgment as to the appropriateness of their curve selections. The Federal 
Power Commission Uniform Systen of Account numbers have been given where 
it was possible. These numbers have been preceded by "Electric Utility/' 
or "Natural Gas" in parentheses to designate from which system the account 
numbers were taken. In addition, the vintages or placement years of the 
properties as well as the annual rate experience band years have been 
indicated. 
Referring once more to the curves, it will be seen that they have been 
reproduced on sheets of tracing paper somewhat smaller than Codex 1(18 graph 
paper. The reproduction was felt necessary because of the consistency factor 
and the shorter paper was dictated by the econony of the situation. Each 
curve was plotted on Codex paper then traced as accurately as possible on 
multilith paper plates. It is felt that this method of presentation will 
have little or no effect on tha results of the experiment. 
Each curve has a number as well as a code letter. The former refers to 
the account and the latter to the length of the stub. 
Two sets of Iowa type curves have been included. The Iowa Engineering 
Experiment Station set presents the curves in intervals of five years in 
average life. This is the original version of the curves as prepared under 
the direction of Robley Winfrey. The consulting firm of Gannett, Fleming, 
Corddiy and Carpenter of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, very generously offered 
to provide us with copies of their more detailed curves. The original 
drawings for both of these sets were acciirately made on Codex paper but in 
printing the paper shrinks slightly. So, it may be that with some curves 
types the grid lines may not exactly line up. The difference should not be 
so great that compensation could not be made for this in the fitting. 
There is no specified way or order in which you fit the curves as we 
would like you to use the methods to which you are most accustomed. Either 
or both of the type curve sets may be used. We would merely like to have you 
record on the attached summary sheet what you feel to be the most appropriate 
Iowa type curve for each stub and your corresponding estimate of average life 
based upon the points presented. 
Two additional pieces of information are desired. They are, first, 
your estimate of the time spent fitting the curves, and second, a brief 
summary of your experience with and your use of the Iowa type curves. There 
are spaces on the summary sheet for these answers, also. Our purpose in 
gathering these data is, merely, to aid in the interpretation of the results 
obtained from the experiment. 
When you have fitted all the curves to your satisfaction, will you 
please return the data summary sheets and the Gannett, Fleming, Corddry and 
Carpenter Iowa type overlays. A return envelope has been provided for your 
convenience. You may keep, if you like, the stub curves and the Iowa 
Engineering Experiment Station set of curves. 
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Description of Property 
Included in Accounts 
Curve No. 2; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 373, Automobiles and Trucks. 
Vintages; 1925-1950, annual rate experience band: 1939-1950, 
Curve No. U; FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't. No, 316, Miscellaneous Power 
Plant Equipment.such as air compressors, communication system, 
cranes, etc. Vintages: 190U-195U, annual rate experience 
band: 1950-195U. 
Curve No. 6; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't, No, 358, Structures and In^jrovements 
(permanent buildings and land improvements). Vintages: 1861-
1951, annual rate experience band: 1939-1951. 
Curve No. 6: FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't. No. 315, Accessory Electric 
Equipment such as auxiliary generators including boards, 
switching equiptrent, control equipment. Vintages: 1899-
195U, annual rate experience band; 1950-195^*, 
Curve No, 10; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 352, Pun^jing Station Equipment 
—auxiliaiy equipment. Annual rate experience band; 1939-1951, 
Curve No. 13; FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't. No. 312, Boiler Plant Equipment. 
Vintages: 1906-19^, annual rate experience band: 1950-195U. 
Curve No. Hi: FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't, No. 377, Tools and Equipment such as 
air compressors, including driving unit and vehicle. Vintages: 
I92U-I9U9, annual rate experience band: 1938-19U9, 
Curve No. 15; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't, No. 378, Communication Equipment. 
Vintages: I9OO-I951, annual rate experience band; 1939-1953, 
Curve No. 17; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No, 362, Meters. Vintages: I88O-
1953, annual rate experience band; 1939-1953, 
Curve No. 16; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't, No, 373, Transportation Equipment, 
i to 1^ ton trucks. Vintages; l92U-19ii9, annual rate 
experience band; I938-I9U9. 
Curve No, 20: FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't, No, 379, Miscellaneous Equipment 
such as recreational, hospital, and restaurant equipment. 
Vintages; 1903-19U9, annual rate experience band: I92O-I9U9, 
Curve No, 21; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No, 359, Mains—steel. Vintages: 
19lU-19li9, annual rate experience band; I920-I9U9, 
Curve No, 22; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't, No. 333,2, Field Compressor Station 
Equipment, Vintages: 1919-1952, annual rate experience band: 
1922-1952. 
Curve No. 23: FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't, No, 372, Office Furniture — 
Mechanical such as typewriters. Vintages; I910-I950, annual 
rate experience band: 1939-1950. 
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Curve No. 26; FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't. No. 373, Transportation Equip-
inBnt--Garage including battexy chargers, brake linings, gas­
oline pumps, etc. Vintages; 192U-195U, annual rate experience 
band; 19$0-195U. 
Curve No. 27; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 332.2, Producing Gas Vfells— 
Well Equipment—Pipe. Vintages; 1883-1950, annual rate 
experience band; 1939-1950. 
Curve No. 26; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 377, Tools and Work Equipment 
such as portable air compressors, welders. Vintages; 192U-
I9U9, annual rate experience band; 1938-19U9. 
Curve No. 29; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 362, Meters. Vintages; 1880-
195U, annual rate experience band; 1939-195U. 
Curve No. 31; FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't. No. 312, Boiler Plant Equipment, 
Vintages; 1903-l9ii9i annual rate experience band; 1920-19li9. 
Curve No. 3U; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 359, Mains—V&x)ught Iron. Vintages; 
1859-I9ii9, annual rate experience band; 1920-19U9. 
Curve No. 36; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 331.1, Gas Well Structures. 
Vintages; 191U-19UU, annual rate experience band; 1939-1953. 
Curve No. 37; FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't. No. 311i, Turbo-Generator Units 
including main turbine driven units and accessory equipment 
used in generating electricity by steam. Vintages; 19l0-1951t, 
annual rate experience band; 1950-195U. 
Curve No. 39; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't, No, 3li2, Storage Structures—Underground 
Storage V/ell Construction, Annual rate esqjerience band; 1939-
195U. 
Curve Ho. Ul; FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't. Mo. 377, Tools and Work Equipment 
—Tractors and Ditchers. Vintages; 192l4-19U9» annual rate 
experience band; 1938-19U9. 
Curve No, U2; Telephone Conqjany, motor vehicles - classes 2, 3, U, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 12, 13, Vintages; 1932-195U, annual rate experience band; 
1950-195U. 
Curve No. Ii3; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 360, Pumping and Regulating 
Equipment—Rotary Positive Displacement Gas Pumps and 
Installations. Vintages: I9OO-I9U9, annual rate experience 
band; 1920-19^9. 
Curve No. U5; FPC (Electric Utility) Acc't. No. 3U3, 352, Station Equipment 
-distribution and Transmission. Vintages; 1906-195U, annual 
rate experience band; 1950-195U. 
Curve No. U6; FPC (Natural Gas) Acc't. No. 321, Coal, Coke, and Ash Handling 
Equipment—steel. Vintages: 1892-19U9, anniial rate experience 
band; 1920-I9ti9. 
Curve No. Ii7; 
Curve No, 50i 
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FFC (Natural Qas) Acc't. No. 360, Pumping and Regulating 
Equipment—Centrifugal Oas Pumps and Installations. Vintages 
1919-19^9) annual rate experience band: 1920-19U9. 
FTC (Natural Qas) Acc't. No. 36, Pumping and Regulating 
Equipment, includes pressure gauges, timers, etc. Vintages: 
1699-19U9f annual rate experience band: 1920-19U9. 
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Suiranazy Sheet 
Approx. Approx. 
Code Iowa Average Time to Code Iowa Average Time to 
Curve Letter Type Life Fit Curve Curve Letter Igype Life Fit Curve 
No. 2 No. 27 
No. U No. 28 
No. 6 No. 29 
No. 8 No. 31 
No. 10 No. 3U 
No. 13 No. 36 
No. Hi No. 37 
No. 15 No. 39 
No. 17 No. Ul 
No. 18 No. U2 
No. 20 No. U3 
No. 21 No. U5 
No. 22 No. US 
No. 23 No. 1x7 
No. 26 No. 50 
Brief Summaxy of your experience with the use of the Iowa curves: 
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APPENDIX Cl ESTIMATED CO^ !PARISON MODULI 
Table 9a• Predicted type crirves atxl average service lives, left modal data^ 
Peuiel Type curve and average service life, years 
nember 
No.: T ^ c 27 
l^rpe Li 
50 23 
T^rpe Lg 
36 28 y* 41 
Type 
21 42 
1 st-34 V21 L2-I9 Sj^ -llf R5-I9 L5-9 Ri^ -30 I1-I5 1^ -30 1^ —8 
2 V33 So-16 Si-19 S]^ -14 R3-I8 L5.9 R5-26 1^ -14 IX)-25 Rfj-8 
3 st-3^  So-l6 R3-I5 1^ -14 S5-I6 S5-9 R^ -^ O Lj-n St-25 R5-5 
if Lo-35 So-17 VI9 V14 3^ 18 R5-27 S2-11 R2-3O S3-9 
5 st-34 Rl-16 S2-I9 Ia-17 
00 
S5-8 R2-5O S^ -10 R^ -30 Sj^ -8 
6 st-33 S(r^ 5 I2-I9 Sj^ -14 S6-I7 S5—8 S6-24 R^ -10 V23 R4-8 
7 So-16 R2-I6 S2-I2 1.5-17 L^ -8 L5-26 L5-5 V25 V7 
8 Rl-27 So-l6 I2-I9 S]^ -14 S5-I8 S^ -9 S^26 R4-9 R3-45 8 
Orthogonal 
polynoBials 32 21 18 18 22 9 31 17 16 8 
Standard 33 24 22 16 23 12 30 11 17 9 
^Heavily stubbed data 
^^ng-lived data 
®Short-lived data 
Table 9b* Predicted type cunres and average service lives, left aodal data^ 
Panel Iowa type curve and average service life. years 
No.t 
TypeLo 
10 27 
lype Li 
50 23 
•Type 12 
36 28 
TJnpe L3 
y* 41 
Ijrpe 144 
21 42 
9 st-31 Lo-22 1^ 0 I2-I5 1^ -20 L3-10 S5-25 9(^ -10 Iq -^22 Sy-9 
10 st-31 Lo-22 L2-22 L3-23 9j|,~ll %-28 lUtrOO 1^ -19 8 
11 st-31 liQ-22 S3L-2O Rg-l^  Rep20 iVai "^29 It,rlO St-23 V9 
12 IO-32 IO-22 L2-2O 83-21 S|^ -28 S3-II «l-20 1^ -8 
13 Lo-22 Si-19 Si-13 Sj^ O Sj[|_«J.O Si^ -28 R^ -OO V22 Rij-8 
Ik %-30 V22 3^ -19 Sj^ o I^ -U Sj^ -27 S3.IO 0 
CO 
V9 
15 V33 1^ -22 Sy^ O s^ o s^ -ao R5-27 Sg-ai Rl-19 Ri^ -8 
16 V33 V22 R2-19 S3-20 s^ Ji R4-27 S2-22 i«r9 
Orthogonal 
polynoedals 36 23 23 14 23 13 33 11 19 9 
Standard 33 2^  22 16 23 12 30 U 17 9 
^Lightly stubbed 
Table 10a* Predicted type curves and average service lives, right laodal data 
Panel Iowa type curve and average service life, years 
nenber T^ pe Ri Type R2 Tirpe R3 Type TypeR. 
No.: 15^  22 13 18 8 6 4 1*6 37 26 
1 St-35 R2-35 S2—6 So-^ 5 I2-58 RjJW 
CO 
R3-^  1^ -28 
2 Io-33 Rl-15 S(r^ 3 v R3-55 R3-42 R3-33 R3—42 R3-24 
3 St-35 st-18 1^ 30 \-6 Scr^ 5 R3-52 R2-5O V29 R3-4O R3-22 
k St-18 SQ-41 L^ —6 SO-47 83^ -60 R2-5O 82-3^  R2-55 81-27 
5 Rl-25 Lo-18 Rl-45 S2-6 R2-35 83^ -62 R2-5O S3-29 R3-45 C
O 
6 St-35 Rj^ -l^  IqJW V5 Sq-^  83^ —60 RyJiO C
O 
R3-45 So-39 
7 LO-35 St-18 Sj^ -^  S^ -6 83^ -62 Sl-50 S/|^ 26 R^ -lOO R3-19 
8 Rl-25 LQ-I? R2-35 Si-7 R2-36 1^ -76 R^ -'f2 R5-25 R3-44 1^ -27 
Orthogonal 
67 polynomials 32 14 9 53 81 1*1 5^ 9 
Standard 26 16 32 6 30 51 36 31 33 17 
^Heavily stubbed 
^Long-lived data 
^Short-lived data 
Table 10b« Predicted type curves and average service lives, right aodal data^ 
Panel Iowa type cYurve and average service life, years 
Ho.x 
fypeR^ 
15 22 
Type Rg 
13 18 
TSrpo R3 
8 6 
l^ e T5rpe R5 
37 26 
9 1^ -25 10-19 So-MO S2-6 R2-36 Si-70 Rir'35 S3-35 R5-32 -^25 
10 Rl-24 V18 1*2—6 R2-35 So-78 Hi^ -35 R3-32 R5-33 R(^ -16 
11 St-30 St-18 Li-43 L5-5 I2-86 S3-37 la-50 S6-33 S/^ -16 
12 Rl-25 Rl-15 L^ -? R2-36 S^ -60 3^ -43 R^ 33 S^ 7 
13 %-31 Rl-15 So-ilO Ri^ -7 So-42 R2-66 L^ -JtlO R2-40 R5-32 R5-I7 
14 Rl-25 Rl-15 S<r39 V7 R2-35 1^ -6^  R4-31 R5-32 R^ -16 
15 Rl-25 Lq-18 R2-33 v? R2-3^  1^ -42 R3-36 1^ -46 R5-33 R5-I7 
16 1*1-25 Rl-15 SQ-itO 2^-7 R2-35 So-38 R5-34 Si-39 R5-33 R^ -16 
Orthogonal 
pdlyxKadals 27 23 39 7 36 94 36 33 33 17 
Standard 26 16 32 6 30 51 36 31 33 17 
^Ugjhtly stubbed 
Table Ua. Predicted type curves and average seirvice lives, symmetrical data^ 
Fitting Icwa type curve and average service life, year's 
method 
panel No.: 
member 
Type S 0 
47® 
Type 
5^ 
Si" 
2 
fypeh 
31 20 
I^ pe S 
17 
3 
14 
!iype 
29 
S4 
39 
1 L2-2O S^ -16 Si-25 Si-7 Si-32 So-16 I3-II S2-64 S2-I6 
2 R2-I9 So-22 83^ -26 S2-6 Si-32 Rj.14 Lj-U H/4,-52 L4-15 
3 R2-I9 I2-I9 V25 R2-7 L2-3I 16 S3-5O R^ -IO L3—60 L3-I5 
4 Sj^ -20 Ia-23 Sj^ -26 R2-6 V32 R3-I2 Ln-50 Lj^ -10 S2-64 S2—16 
5 R2-2O I0-28 R3-20 Sj^ -6 R3-25 Sj^ -16 Rir50 S3-IO R^ —fiO 51-15 
6 Iq -^24 1^ -20 83^ -26 R2-6 Si-31 Si-15 R5-9 S2-64 R3-15 
7 Ia-23 I1-23 Si-25 h'7 Si-33 Ia-19 %-25 S3-IO 83-66 S2-I6 
8 Li-24 R2~18 Si-25 V7 -^31 Sj^ -16 32-64 S2-I6 
Orthogonal 
polynomials 23 22 29 7 33 17 53 9 63 15 
Standard 26 19 27 8 28 IJ^  52 9 55 14 
^Heavily stubbed 
^'Long-lived data 
®Short-lived data 
Table lib. Predicted type curves and average service lives, qrwetrlcal data^ 
Fitting Iowa type curve and average service life, years 
•ethod 
panel ^o.: 
•eaber 
i5npo 
43 
0 
47 
Type ^  
•^5 2 
Type S2 
31 20 
Type S3 
17 14 
oype S4 
29 39 
9 IQ^ -20 Si-27 R2-7 I<2-31 L2-I5 R4-50 Rzf-9 L3.61 L3-15 
10 Rl-26 R2-I8 R2-29 R2-7 R3-28 L2-I5 L3-56 R4-9 R4-5^  S2-I5 
11 Li-28 R2-I7 Si-28 1Q_«8 R3>28 S3—18 S3-53 V9 L3-63 S2-I5 
12 LO-31 R3-I7 I1-32 R2-7 Si-30 li2—16 S3-53 S3-IO L3.62 L3-I6 
13 So-25 Rl-20 Si-28 R2-7 Si-30 12-14 
CO 
1^ -10 S3-57 «4-13 
1^  ^ S(r25 L2-2O 53^ -28 R2-7 52-28 I2-I5 R4-50 L3-II R4-55 L3-15 
15 So-26 So-19 Si-27 Rl-9 L2-3I Si-15 L3-57 R4-IO L3-62 S2-I6 
16 So-25 R^ -IS 3^ -28 IQ^ -8 R3-27 S^ -15 L3-57 Hi^ -9 R4-54 
CO 
Orthogonal 
polynoelals 36 18 28 8 29 15 5^  10 58 15 
Standard 26 19 27 8 28 14 52 9 55 14 
^Lightly stubbed 
Table 12a» Ejq>eotanoy-average seznrloe life 8i)ininations« left modal data^ 
Pi^ i:lng 
method 
panel * 
member 
Type 
10^  27® 
Type 
50 
h 
23 
Type 
36 
2^ 
28 
Type Type 
21 U2 
1 2.36 2.35 1.79 1.59 1.12 1.27 1.62 2.07 2.03 1.12 
2 2.31 1.91 1.79 1.59 I.OI4. 1.27 1.27 1.811- 2.38 1.11 
3 2.36 1.91 1.37 1.63 0.85 1.23 1.92 I.U.7 2.lil^  0.90 
2.3l|. 1.96 1.79 1.63 1.03 1.15 1.32 1.1^ 7 2.33 1.31 
5 2.36 1.91 1.66 1.99 1.0i4. 1.09 2.20 1.26 2.19 1.06 
6 2.31^  1.85 1.79 1.59 0.92 1.09 1.11 1.32 2.35 1.11 
7 2.35 1.91 1.28 1.02 1.15 1.28 0.92 2.38 0.98 
8 1.90 1.91 1.79 1.59 1.03 1.28 1.25 1.07 2.39 1.12 
Orthogonal 
fitting 2.32 2.1^ 5 1.58 2.15 1.61 1.59 I.6I4. 2.23 1.99 1.20 
3tandax>d 2.29 2.50 2.12 1.75 1.68 1.69 1.50 1.35 1.98 1.28 
•Heavily stubbed 
**Long-llved data 
^Short-lived data 
Table 12b. Expectanoy-average aeirvioe life siimnatlons^ left modal data^ 
Panel Type Lg Type Type Lg Type L- Type 
member . 10 2? ^ 23 36 28 3l|. 41 21 U2 
9 1.86 2,03 1.39 1.52 1.08 0.86 0.62 0.99 1.80 1.37 
10 1.86 2.03 1.51 1.37 1.38 0.99 0.87 0.99 1.52 1.16 
11 1*86 2.03 1.32 1.31 1.00 1.06 1.00 1.06 2.05 1.311-
12 2.00 2.03 1.39 1.37 1.13 1.05 0.85 1.17 1.58 1.22 
13 2.00 2.03 1.27 1.37 1.07 O.Qk 0.85 1.11 2.07 1.16 
11^  1.96 2.03 1.27 1.37 1.07 1.06 0.81 1.06 1.56 1.31^  
15 2.02 2.03 1.32 1.37 0.92 0.96 0.73 1.29 1.52 1.16 
16 2*02 2.03 1.20 1.37 1.11 1.18 0.81 1.31 1.25 1.3k 
Orthogonal 
fitt ing 2.26 2.20 1.79 I.I4I 1.91 1.58 1.56 1.21 1.67 1.3k 
Standard 1.98 2.31 1.78 1.65 1.62 1.30 1.07 1.24 1.28 1.31 
^Llgbt stubbing 
Table 13a. Expectanoy-average service life sxunmationsf ri^t modal data^ 
Panel 
member 
Tjpe 
15^  \ 22® Type 13 ft2 18 Type 8 % Type k 46 Type 37 \ 26 
1 2.U2 2.27 1.99 1.20 2.21 1.77 1.53 1.1^ 7 1.71 2.08 
2 2.35 1.91 2.26 1.1^ 0 2.22 1.65 1.59 1.6U 1.76 1.90 
3 2.142 2.28 I.8I4. 1.02 2.21 1.49 1.91 I.I4.0 1.71 1.81 
k 2.1^ 3 2.28 2.23 1.08 2.2I1. 1.79 1.91 1.69 2.12 2.08 
5 1.90 2.30 2.32 1.20 1.87 1.82 1.91 1.1*2 1.811. 2.I1.O 
6 2.I42 1.78 2.21 0.82 2.22 1.79 1.53 1.1|2 1.811. 2.U2 
7 2.37 2.28 2.08 1.00 2.10 1.82 1.90 1.21 2.59 1.65 
8 1.90 2.27 1.99 1.51^  1.90 2.15 1.59 1.11 1.81 2.06 
Orthogonal 
fitting 2.3if 2.06 3.07 2.09 2.3lf 2.20 I.I1.6 2.06 1.88 I.7I4. 
Standard 2.02 2.16 1.86 1.1^ 3 1.66 1.53 1.38 1.53 1.68 1.35 
^Heavily stubbed 
^Long-lived data 
®Short-lived data 
Table 15b, Expectanoy-average service life sumoatlons, rl^t modal data^ 
Panel 
member „ 
No. t 
Type 
1$ 22 
Type R2 
13 18 
Type R^ 
8 6 
Type 
k 46 
Type R^ 
37 26 
9 1.63 2,10 1.88 0.97 1.5b 1.74 1.21 1.23 1.02 1.86 
10 1.58 2.07 1.92 0.85 1.1^ 7 2.01 1.21 1.18 1.05 1.09 
11 2.13 1.9U 1.97 0.56 1.96 2.10 1.33 2.04 1.01 1.07 
12 1.63 I.I1.7 1.96 1.18 1.50 1.59 1.52 1.70 1.05 1.09 
13 2.17 1.1^ 7 1.88 0.93 1.88 1.67 1.52 1.61 1.02 1.09 
Ik 1.63 1.1^ 7 1.85 1-13 l.J+7 1.68 1.28 1.02 1.02 1.09 
1$ 1.63 2.07 1.1^ 6 l.Oli- I.U.3 1.57 1.35 1.09 1.05 1.09 
16 1.63 1.1^ 7 1.88 1.38 I.U.7 1.28 1.09 1.60 1.05 1.09 
Orthogonal 
fitting 1.51 2.82 1.77 1.11 1.32 2.26 1.20 1.08 1.11 1.04 
Standard 1.79 1.71 1.34 1.17 1.10 1.30 1.40 1.03 1.17 1.15 
lightly stubbed 
Table l^a* £3q>eotano7-average service life summations^ symmetrical data* 
Panel 
member » 
mo* 
Type Sq 
: 1^7® 
Type ai 
k$ 2 
Type 32 
31 20 
Type 
17 
^3 
lU 
Type 
29 39 
1 1.66 1.62 1.82 1.80 1.87 2.06 1.38 1.65 1.74 1.81 
2 1.56 2.08 1.86 1.53 1.87 1.61^ I.IA 1.65 1.40 1.65 
3 1.56 1.79 1.82 1.80 1.83 1.89 1.11-6 1.1^5 1.65 1.73 
k 1.61^ 2.12 1.86 1.63 1.86 1.144 1.1^3 1.U5 1.74 1.81 
5 1.62 2.hk 1.1^3 1.67 1.U6 1.89 1.144 1.1^9 1.66 1.85 
6 2.01 2.03 1.86 1.63 1.81^ 1.83 1.38 1.21+ 1.27 1.73 
7 1.99 2.12 1.82 2.01 1.89 2.18 0.55 1.49 1.77 1.81 
8 2.01 1.73 1.82 1.80 1.81|. 2.06 1.38 1.15 1.27 1.81 
Orthogonal 
1.88 1.61t. 1.98 1.63 fitting 2.02 1.714- 1.97 1.57 1.37 1.78 
Standard 2.13 1.86 1.88 1.90 1.68 1.76 1.53 1.53 1.52 1.59 
^Heavily stubbed 
^ong-lived data 
^Short-lived data 
Table li|a« Ezpeotanoy-average servloe life suianatlons^ symmetrloal data^ 
Panel Type Sg Type 3^ Type S2 Type 3^ Type 3||^ 
meaber ko.j 47 45 2 31 20 17 14 29 39 
9 1.82 1.83 i.Uk 1.23 1.61 1.67 1.14 1.07 i.li4 1.50 
10 1.67 1.40 1.48 1.23 1.24 1.67 1.4^ 1.07 1.12 1.48 
11 1.84 1.34 1.47 1.74 1.24 1.59 1.27 1.12 1.47 1.48 
12 1-17 1.16 1.87 1.23 1.53 1.72 1.27 1.26 1.46 1.55 
13 1.65 1.75 1.47 1.23 1.53 1.64 1.27 1.24 1.25 1.16 
14 1.65 1.61 1.47 1.23 1.30 1.67 1.14 1.47 1.15 1.50 
15 1.69 1.72 1.U4 1.76 1.61 1.62 1.46 1.20 1.46 1.55 
16 1.65 1.40 1.47 1.74 1.20 1.62 1.46 1.07 1.12 1.48 
Orthogonal 
fitting 2.45 1.54 1*48 1.59 1.52 1.59 1.32 1.16 1.29 1.45 
Standard 1.71 1.64 1.41 1.49 1.35 1.51 1.25 1.26 1.20 1.28 
\lghtly stubbed 
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
Life table No. i|2 has been ohosen as the baals for the 
following Illustrations. The oosQilete, unsmoothed data are 
presented below In Table 15* 
Table 15* Original data for life table no. U2 
Age interval 
years 
S\irvival ratio Survivors, beginning 
of interval I % 
0 - 0.9996 
0.9954 
0.9992 
0.9916 
0.9862 
0.9680 
0.9160 
0.7828* 
0.8189® 
0.7098 
0.5401 
0.4009 
0.11308 
0.6451 
1.0000 
0.0000 
100.00 
99.96 
99.50 
99.41 
98.58 
97.23 
94.12 
86.21 
67.48; 
55.26*> 
39.22 
21.19 
8.49 
3.66 
2.36 
2.36 
0.74 
0.31 
0.00 
Terminal values for test data No. 42-C 
terminal values for test data No. 42-3 
114.6 
Coiqparlaon Standard! 
Average life 
The total service to be rendered by a property behaving 
as life table No. k2 is found by 
Total service s 2$% -f 3/h Remaining terms in life 
table. 
Therefore^ the average service life of the group is 
Total service 
Average service lifa« E s 
Sum of all life table terms - (7$% iLi) 
=  ^ ^  
• 8.76 years. 
This figure is roimded off to nine years. 
Expectancy^average service life ratios 
The terminal age for life table No. 142*3 is 8^^ years. 
Expectancy-average life ratios are to be determined at equally 
spaced intervals from this age back to age zero* or at ages 
and Si-* expectancy at any age is expressed as 
Total se^ice remaining from age x 
Expectancy at age x, s Survivors at age x 
L Remaining terms from life table 
- i 
11^ 7 
oi - 676.62 , 
/ x' ^ " (99.iA)(9) " ^ 
s 0.70 
- 381.iiO , 
W - (9lj..l2)(9) " ^ 
B 0.40 
/^r. - 133-g? , 
" (55.26) (9) " ^ 
• 0.21. 
The standard is merely the aum of these three ratioa^ or 
Esqpeotanoy-average servioe life 
e 0.70 + O.ii-O + 0,21 
aunnation atandard. No. l|2-3 
= 1.31. 
Iowa Type Curvea—Teat Curve No. 1|2-S 
Average life 
No additional caloulatlona are needed ainoe the average 
life ia estimated direotly by the panel member. For theae 
data« panel member No. 9 ohose an Iowa type 9 year 
average life. 
Expeotanoy-average aervioe life ratio 
The expeotanoiea are tabiilated at most all ages for all 
Iowa type ourvea (15)« Thus« the expeotanoiea at agea 2^ , 
5j^ « and 8^  are found to be 6.5 years* 3.8 yearSf and 2.0 
yearsf respeotively, for a type 9 year average life. 
11^ 8 
Therefore* panel member No. 9 estimated the expeotanoy-
average service life summation as 
^Ej/E s * ^ '0 
= 1.37. 
Orthogonal Polynomials—Test Cvirve No* 1{2-S 
Pitting procedure 
This method Is applied directly to the retirement 
ratios as given by the data. The survivor ratios as shown In 
Table i^ are* therefore, converted to retirement rates by 
subtraction from unity and listed In the first coliunn of 
Table I6« Since the values used must be for equal Increments 
In age« the factor for the 0-^ age Inteirval must be 
excluded. 
Moving stims are then determined from these data as 
shown In the second, third, and fourth coltanns of Table 16. 
This was done by adding the column of ratios, but before 
each term was added to the next, the Intermediate sum was 
recorded In the next column, £ 2* restiltlng second 
oolumn was then similarly summed producing the third column, 
etc* The process was continued until enough sums were 
developed for a third degree solution. Each column total 
after the first provides the Information for an additional 
degree. 
w 
Table 16» Retirement ratio summations* test data No. I42-S 
Int erval Ret irement ratios 
number 
1^ 2^ 
1 0.0046 0.001^ .6 0.00l{.6 0.001^ 6 
2 0.0008 0.0051^  0.0100 0.011^ 6 
3 0.0081|. 0.0138 0.0238 0.0381{. 
k 0.0138 0.0276 0.0511^  0.0898 
$ 0.0320 0.0596 0.1110 0.2008 
6 O.O8I4.O 0.11|36 0,251|.6 
7 0.2172 0.3608 0.6151^  1.0708 
8 0.1811 0.$lp.9 1.1573 2.2281 
0.51P.9* 1.1573 2.2281 i|..1025 
^Colxinn total 
The following oaloulations are oompleted with the 
column totals* ^  ^2* ^3' 
a= = , 0.0677 
a* s a e 0,0677 
" = (n)(n«) ^  2 ' ITOTJ' tl-lS73) « 0.0321 
bi = a - b = 0.0677 - 0.0321 = 0.0356 
o = U)(^ )(w-2) ^  3 = {B)(9)(16) = 0.0186 
c« S a-3b+2o = 0.0677 - (3)(0.0321) + (2)(0.0l86) 
s O.OOSli. 
1^ 0 
^ = (n)tiM-l)!»2)(n+3) = (8)(9)1fw)lll) 
= O.OI2I4. 
d» = a-6b+10o-$d = 0.0677 - (6)(0.0321) + (10)(0.0l86) 
- (5)(0.0124) 
s -0.0016 
where n Is the nvimber of age Intervals considered. 
At this point either the firsta second, or third degree 
equations could be determined. Symbolically) these expres­
sions may be shown as follows: 
R e A + B 6*3^  J 
RtsA + Bfel + 06-2 * 
R = A  +  B ^  +  +  
where R = retirement ratio at any age x 
^1* ^ 2*^3 ~ first, second, euid third 
degrees, respectively 
A, B, C, D s constants determined by data. 
The functions, 6 2.' ^2' *^3' expressed in terms of 
the moments of the x distribution and the coefficients A, B, 
C, and D, are defined by factors previously calculated as 
A s a *  
B = - —T— b» 
n-1 
0 = (n-l?°p-i) «• 
lltO 
(n-l)(n-2)(n-3) ' 
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However, since a retirement ratio la wanted for each 
age Interval, the solution of an equation would become quite 
cumbersome. There Is an alternative approach which produces 
the entire series of values by a summation process once the 
appropriate degree of the equation has been selected* 
The second degree form was chosen here as It was for 
most all life tables. Zt should be noted, however, that the 
third degree expression would be Inappropriate for these data 
since the equation for the corresponding survivor curve 
would not reduce to zero. The reason for this Is the sign of 
the term d*; Its effect on the final expression nay be seen 
by the relationship between d* and D.® 
For a second degree equation three additional terms must 
be evaluated in order to develop the complete tabular solu­
tion for the smoothed ratios. These terms are as follows: 
Rn s a* + 3b< + 5c» 
e 0.0677 + (3)(0.0356) + (5)(0.0081i.) 
= 0.2167; 
= - K=T (to* + 5c») 
6 
^B. 
n 
= -0.0667J 
""Supra, p. 65. 
1$2 
^ ' (n-l)(n-2) 
= (8-i)(B-2) <0.0081+) 
= 0.0120. 
A ool\]inn of first dlfferencas Is built up from the ter­
minal value by suooessive additions of the constant 
second difference. 4^^. The smoothed value of the retire-
n 
ment ratios at the terminal point of the obsezMred data, 
is then used as the basis for completing the solutions. This 
is done by adding successively the first differences mentioned 
above to the terminal value. The procedure is the same for 
the extrapolation of the data except that the signs of all 
operations are reversed. Table 17 illxistrates this 
development. 
Smoothed life table values can now be computed from the 
retirement ratios. It is to be noted that the negative 
ratios were assumed to have values of zero. Likewise, the 
ratios cannot exceed unity so any terms in this category 
were assumed to be ona. For convenience, survivor ratios, 
computed from the corresponding retirement rates, were used 
in determining the life table values. The resulting data cu^ e 
shown in Table 18. 
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Table 17* Tabular solution for smoothed retirement ratios. 
No. 1^ 2-S 
Interval Second First Retirement 
number difference difference ratio 
1 +0.0173 -0.0088 
2 +0,0053 -0.0035 
3 -0.0067 0.0032 
k -0.0187 0.0219 
5 -0.0307 0.0526 
6 -0,0lv27 0.0953 
7 -0.051^ 7 0.1500 
8 +0.0120*^  -0.0667* 0.2167® 
9 -0.0787 0.29511-
10 -0.0907 0.3861 
11 -0.1027 0.14.888 
12 -O.III4.7 0.6035 
13 -0.1267 0.7302 
-0.1387 0.8689 
-0.1507 1.0196 
terminal values of stub data« No. i{.2-3 
Table 18• Life table smoothed by orthogonal polynomials. 
No. ii.2-3 
Age Interval 
years 
Survivor 
ratio 
Survivors, beginning of 
Interval, % 
0 - 1.0000 100.00 
i - li 1.000 100.00 
-
1.000 100.00 
2^ - 3^ .9968 100.00 
3 -^ - .9781 99.68 
-
.9l;7l^  97.50 
~ 
6^ .9014-7 92.37 
6^ - n .8500 83.57 
7^ - Bk .7833 71.03 
8^ . 9h .7011.6 55.61^  
- lOi .6139 39.20 
10^  - Hi .5112 2I4..O6 
Ilk - 12i .3965 12.30 
12i - 13-^  .2698 I4..88 
13J - .1311 1.32 
llj.^  - I5i .0000 0.17 
-
— 0.00 
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Average life 
The average service life la found by a numerical Inte­
gration of the smoothed life table giving the following 
results: 
Sum of life table terms -
E = a" 
looj? 
= 8•8172 years 
which is rounded to nine years. 
Expectancy-average service life ratios 
These ratios are determined at ages 2^* 5a'« 
computations are below: 
681.72 , 
Ejj/E, age 2^ - = U00,00H9; " ® 
= 0.71 
Jj/E, ag« Si = - i 
= o.lli 
V®' ««• 84 = - i 
= 0.22 
and» ^ ~ 
1^ 6 
APPENDIX E: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DATA 
Table 19. Simarlsatlon of aean square values and corresponding degrees of freedom 
Degrees Kean square values 
Variation freedom. Type l>pe L2 ^ ^ 
E £.EJE E -£^/E E £E^/E E £E^ /E 
Correction 
for aean 
1 203.lf 
45.^  
56.2° 
1.150 
0.391 
0.200 
132.2 
64.0 
12.2 
1.351 
2.045 
0.072 
H
 H
 0
 
5.499 
2.723 
0.^ 483 
5.1 
42.2 
76.6 0
0
0
 H
 0
 H
 
0.078 
0.462 
O.I6O 
Total 
corrected 
15 307.9 
9.4 
287.8 
1.503 
0.284 
0.787 
47.8 
8.0 
53.8 
0.839 
0.215 
0.554 
21.9 
14.9 
16.0 
0.217 
0.415 
0.239 
627.9 
27.8 
624.4 
2.067 
0.266 
2.649 
1033.9 
84.0 
686.9 
1.320 
1.391 
1.084 
Between 
gcaapa 
1 232.6 
1.6 
196.0 
1.150 
0.245 
0.334 
16.0 
0.2 
12.2 
0.369 
0.126 
0.064 
14.1 
5.1 
2.2 
0.122 
0.202 
0.010 
0.0 
16.0 
39.1 
0.026 
0.073 
0.012 
689.1 
64.0 
333.1 
1.092 
0.766 
0.029 
Within 
groups 
14 5.4 
0.6 
6.6 
0.025 
0.003 
0.032 
2.3 
0.6 
3.0 
0,034 
0.006 
0.035 
0.6 
0.7 
1.0 
0.007 
0.015 
0.016 
44.9 
0.8 
41.8 
0.146 
0.014 
0.188 
24.6 
1.4 
25.3 
0.016 
0.045 
0.075 
^Heavily stubbed data 
stubbed data 
^Stubbing effect data 
^^Coqparlson base abbreviations: £—average lifej £ E]^E—expectanqr-average service life 
sunution 
Table 19« (Contlnaed) 
Degrees Mean squaw values 
Variation ft>eedaai l^rpe l^rpe R2 T^r]^ l^rpe lype 
E ^EK/E E ^EJ^E E IEJC/E E ^%/E E £E^/E 
Correction 
for aean 
1 240.2 
3.1 
189.1 
0.286 
0.001 
0.263 
182.2 
264.1 
7.6 
0.001 
0.476 
0.526 
2116.0 
1463.1 
60.1 
2.052 
3.168 
0.121 
248.1 
342.2 
7.6 
0.238 
0.735 
0.137 
3422.2 
0.1 
3393.1 
3.553 
0.042 
4.368 
Total 
corrected 
15 353.8 
71.9 
513.9 
0.916 
1.160 
2.478 
341.8 
268.9 
305.4 
1.679 
2.426 
1.050 
580.0 
2079.9 
4308.9 
0.573 
0.796 
1.982 
726.9 
591.8 
1955.4 
1.370 
2.579 
6.211 
3421.8 
70.9 
3^ 5.9 
1.966 
0.641 
1.889 
Between 
gro<q>s 
1 144.0 
0.6 
162.6 
0.240 
0.028 
0.432 
169.0 
203.1 
1.6 
1.113 
1.822 
0.087 
56.2 
95.1 
297.4 
0.170 
0.026 
0.064 
495.1 
240.2 
1424.8 
0.860 
1.446 
4.537 
225.0 
3.1 
280.6 
0.837 
0.116 
0.331 
Within 
groups 
14 15.0 
5.1 
25.1 
0.048 
0.081 
0.146 
12.3 
4.7 
21.7 
0.040 
0.043 
0.069 
37.4 
141.8 
286.5 
0.029 
0.055 
0.137 
16.6 
25.1 
37.9 
0.036 
0.081 
0.120 
228.3 
4.8 
229.7 
0.081 
0.038 
0.111 
Table 19* (Contliiued) 
Defsreee Mean square valuiM 
Variation iVeedoB Type So 
5 
Type Si 
E ^iac/E 
Type S2 
E E i^/E 
Tjrpe 54 
E t E^/E 
Correction 
for Man 
1 30.2 
1.6 
45.6 
0.235 
0.013 
0.139 
56.2 
3.1 
85.6 
0.270 
0.006 
0.354 
76.6 
25.0 
14.1 
0.238 
0.156 
0.009 
105.1 
20.2 
217.6 
0.384 
0.001 
0.345 
272.2 
81.0 
56.2 
0.207 
0.339 
0.016 
Total 15 
corrected 
325.8 
59.4 
493.4 
1.812 
0.732 
3.398 
31.8 
35.9 
63.4 
0.325 
0.763 
0.505 
78.4 
27.0 
112.9 
0.552 
0.262 
0.987 
705.9 
63.8 
985.4 
0.954 
0.325 
1.823 
251.8 
137.0 
181.8 
0.432 
0.321 
0.263 
Between 
groups 
1 196.0 
7.6 
280.6 
1.020 
0.117 
1.829 
2.2 
14.1 
27.6 
0.021 
0.116 
0.028 
7.6 
0.2 
10.6 
0.001 
0.027 
0.372 
189.1 
4.0 
248.1 
0.081 
0.066 
0.294 
110.2 
25.0 
30.2 
0.081 
0.022 
0.019 
Within 
groups 
14 9.3 
3.7 
15.2 
0.057 
0.044 
0.112 
2.1 
1.6 
2.6 
0.022 
0.0U6 
0.033 
5.1 
1.9 
7.3 
0.039 
0.017 
O.OMf 
36.9 
4.3 
52.7 
0.062 
0.018 
0.109 
10.1 
8.0 
10.8 
0.025 
0.021 
0.018 
